
A LITtLE BIRD SAID 

Gallery closings' and openings in the Pearl- Two years into 
its reign as Portland's swankiest gallery, Savage closed its 
doors on April15 due to financial setbacks. Founder Tracy 
Savage reports that she's searching for ·a smaller venue 
downtown or in the Pearl District, tentatively scheduled 
to open early this summer. At the end of June, Margo 
Jacobsen will close her 11-year-old eponymous gallery, 
which specialized in glass art, to move to Singapore with 
her husband. Meanwhile, just blocks away, Asian sauce 
tycoon Junki Yoshida and his wife Linda shelled out 
$600,000 to open a 5,800-square-foot art gallery/bistro 
selling high-priced Asian antiques and furniture along 
with the sappy art their established Troutdale gallery has 
become known for. The Yoshidas plan to donate 10 per
cent of'their commissions to the 'Doernbecher Children's 
Hospital Foundation. · · · 

Pacific Northwest College of Art - After a seven-month 
national search, PNCA announced in March that Thomas 
Manley will -replace Sally Lawrence, departing president 
of 22 years. Manley, who spent the past two decades as a 
teacher and Vice President at Pitzer College, will take · 
office in July and face a major fund-raising challenge to 
keep the college on its feet. ' 

Artists' Tax Deductions- For years, arts advocac; groups 
have urged Congress to allot artists the same tax rights as 
those who donate works of art to charitable organizations. 
Thanks to Sen. Leahy (D-Vermont) and Sen. Bennett (R· 
Utah), the U.S. Senate approved a measure on April 9 
allowing artists, writers and composers to take a full fair· 
market value charitable contribution for their. donation of 
original artwork. 

Some ~penings and events 

"Out Loud"- Pacific Switchboard hosts Peace Performance, 
a weekly open-mic event open to poets, dancers, musi
cians, actors, and performers who want to gather together 
to address the war. Eve1y Thursday at 7 p.m. Contac~ 
Greta at greta@pacificswitchboard:org for details. 

William Pope.L- From May 7-July 26, the Portland 
Institute for Contemporary Art hosts William Pope.L's 
exhibition eRacism, a series of installations including 
sculptures, drawings, videos and 20 years of performance 
documentation. Pope.L will also deyelop an outdoor · 
sculpture/performance at SW Third & Taylor in early 
June. 

· Best Coast- Artist/critic Jeff Jahn and Los Angeles-based 
curator Muriel Bartol will mount Best Coast, an exhibition 
of emerging and established artists from L.A., San 
Francisco, Seattle, Las Vegas, Vancouver, B.C. and 
Portland. Half of the artists are from Portland, including 
Harrell Fletcher and damali ayo. Opening May '19 at 7 
p.m. at SE Water & . .Yamhill. Through May 24. 

The New Space.- The local £ommunity darkroom, studio, 
gallery and microcinema joins forces with Microdnema 
International for Independent Exposure, a bi-monthly 
screening of short films and ~ideos created by emerging 
filmmakers. The next screenings· will take place on June 
18 and August 18 at 8 p.m., 1632 SE lOth Ave. See · 
www.newspacephoto.com for details. 

Oregon Biennial 2003 - The exhibit of 26 artists pro
nounced Oregon's best by curator Bruce Guenther opens 
June 28 at the Porthi.nd Art Museum. Artist's Talks will 
take _Plac~ a~ the museum every Sunday at 2 p.m, during 
the month of May. 

Still Showing 

Marylhurst Art Gym -The A,rt Gym presents The 
Occupations, a 20-year retrospective of local artist D.E. 
May, whose "fictitious cartographies·, obscurely annotated 
diagrams, and temple-like box works seem to come to us 
across a vast, musty expanse o'f time" (says Joel 
Weinstein, Portland jour~alist and editor of Mississippi 
Mud). Also showing: recent photographs from the Portiand 
Grid Project, a collaboration by Christopher Rauschenberg 
and nine other artists who have-photographed tile city, 
one square map section at a time, since the early 1990-s. 
Through May 17. 

]ames Turrell- Through October 5, Seattle's Henry Art 
Gallery presents James Thrrell: Knowing Light, new.large
SC!Ile light installations as well as models a.nd drawings of 
his 30-year land, sky and space art project at Roden 
Crater in Arizona. 

Artist Opportunities 

ORLO - ORLO is soliciting submissions for its Video Slam 
2003 (July 12-31). This year's themes are "Stumps," 
"Water" and "Urban Hunter Gatherer." See www.orlo.org 
for guidelines. 

TriMet- TriMet seeks community artwork that reflects 
the people, places and activities of North and Northeast 
Portland. Twenty-four pieces of art will be reproduced in 
porcelain enamel on 20" x 22" steel p~nels and placed at 
nine station platforms along the Interstate MAX rail. 
Submissions are due May 30. Contact Eva Lake at 
Eva5555@hotmail.com for details. 

Regional Arts and Culture Counci1-Applications .for 
Project Grants and Professional'Development Grants for 
Organizations & Individuals will be available May 26. The 
deadline for Individual Fellowship Grants in Visual Arts 
will be announced in mid-May. Applications for Rural . 
Artist Residencies Program are accepted anytime with 
decisions made monthly. Information and forms are avail
able at www.racc.org and at RACC's new office in the 
Creative Services Center, home. of the Oregon Creative 
Services Alliance and other creative companies, located 
at 222 NW Fifth Ave . 
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•.. And It's Freaking 
Me Out · 
by Came/a Raymond 

What's going on with.Portland's.art 
scene? We know this IJlUch: there are 
more artists than you can shake a stick 

· at, and every couple of months there 
appears yet another ne_w art/dance/the· 
ater collective, gallery, or alternative 
exhibition or performance space (while 
others dissolve, or perhaps compost). 
Here are just some examples from the 
past year, plus or minus a couple of 
months: Soundvision, Field, Neon, 
Project Room One, Genuine Imitation 
Gallery, JKS Gallery, Compound, 
Center Space, The New Space, Water 
St. Dance Project, 2 Gyrlz, The Lecture 
Ser ies, Spare Room, and Pacific 
Switchboard. Even with its failing 
economy, Portland remains a mecca for 
young ·artists from all over. They come, 
they settle and they make paintings, 
poetry, power point presentations, per
formance-brunches and on and on. 

It's old news, really (at least two 
years old, maybe five; in a more gener· 
al sense, 100 or so). But few' mouths 
have tired of talking, bitching and mak
ing pronouncements and predictions 

. about what all this artistic energy 
means and where it's going (or stum
bling). The City of Portland has jojned 
the fray, in its way, with the Mayor's 
new Cultural Eeohomy Initiative , a 
program charged in p.>~rt with getting to 
know young artists and making sure 
they're supported (see related story). And that simply 
adds another flame under the dialogue that continually 
bubbles among artists, curators, scene watchers and crit
ics, and that boils down to this: With all the art that's get
ting made, is history getting made with it? 

• Or, to frame the question positively, what should 
Portland do to reach its creative potential? And what 
might its creative potential look like? 

Those are the questions we asked five individuals who 
make, curate and/or write about art in Portland to address 
for this issue's feature on "Scene as Community and 
Commodity." Each one approached the questions (and 
complicated them) from his or her own angle and experi
ences. Andrew Dickson, a filmmaker and performer who 
frequently deals with issues of regional identity in his 
work, writes about Portland's prospective status as "the 
place to be" (and to have been) in the firsi: decade of the 
21st century. Tiffany Lee Brown, a writer, performer, and · 
editor of the webzine 2 Gyrlz Quarterly, discusses the 
opportunities and risks for artists in the Cultural 
Economy Initiative. Alicia Cohen, poet and founding 
member of ~acific Switchboard, argues for the essential 
importance of creating vibrant experimental art outside 
of established institutions. Jeff Jahn, artist, curator, and 
critic, tells artists how to glh serious- or perish .. And 
Bryan O'Keefe, a regular writer for The Organ, critic ally 
meditates on passing notions of "scene" in the Northwest. 

We hope you'll read these essays, talk about them with 
your friends and colleagues and find something therein 
that demands your response in word or deed (or even 
intentional refusal) ......, that is, befoFe you move ba<:k to 
Minneapolis. 

The Place Is Portland, the Time 
Is Now 
by Andrew Dickson 

There has been a lot of talk during the last few months 
about what's happening to Portland's cultural landscape. 
While some call for less talk and more rock, I have always 
been up for discussions of place, particularly this place. I 
understand ,the pull o£ Portland. I can identify with the 
graphic designers, punk rockers and painters who m'ove 
here in droves despite our miserable economy- I was 
one of .them seven years ago. Something remarkable is 
happening in Portland right now. Who wouldn't want to be 
a part of it? 

While Portland artists have made plenty of significant 
work, outsiders typically view Portlandia and Gus Van 
Sant films as our only exports. But Portland's 2lean slate 
is being written on right now. I'm talking about the Lab, 
The Organ, Peripheral Produce, Seaplane, Red76, Fast 
Forward, the charm bracelet and like-minded additions to 
~ortland's art scene. There are twice as -many publications 
as thflFe were five years ago. Underground galleries, 
record labels, film festivals and design collectives keep 
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Seize the Inevitable 
Policy-makers want to Influence 
the Portland art scene. Is the art 
scene ready to influence policy? 

,by. Tiffany Lee Brown 

Portland has long been on the short· 
list of Hipster Cities in the United 
States. It's where you move if you 
want a simmering indie music scene 
but can't abide Austin's cockroaches. 
It's the default West Coast destina
tion if you can't afford San Fr~ncisco 
and find Seattle lackluster. It's where 
you go to create stuff for the hell of 
it, as opposed to New York City, which 
is where you go to be an ambitious 
businessperson in the industry of 
"creativity." 

Thousands of modern Bohemians, 
for hick of a better word, have known 
this for years. Whether you call it 
Boho, underground, or do-it-yourself, 
we have our own little world of cafe 
art shows, self-published zines and 
basement music scenes. We're basi
cally invisible to the government, rich 
people, upscale galleries and popular 
media, except when one of us "makes 
it." Otherwise, we're left happily 
alone . 

Until now. Thanks to the writings 
of urban growth experts such as 
Richard Florida and Bruce Adams, 
government officials are peeking 

fllu stra tion by Core y Lunn beneath our Cloak of invisibility to 

A Shootout at the Better-Than
OK Art Corral 
(Or, You're kiddin~ _ ine, are. you serious?) 

by Jeff Jahn 

All right, gunfighter,· draw! Shots whizz by, and suddenly 
you're just another statistic. Ifs a tough reality: five years 
after graduating, 70 percent of all M.F.A.s are no longer 
actively making art . M.F.A. or not, you, the aspiring artist, 
·have little time to get things rolling~ cultural endeavors 
are a war of attrition. 

No excuses: the level of achievement yo,ur work attains 
is mostly a construct of your own expectations. Thus, your 
expectations should be educated and calculated. In fact, 
put this down and read Robert Hughes' The Shock of the 
New if you haven't already. 

True to life, artists are entitled to precistrlY Zilch. If 
' you hope to have a lasting career, your first task is to be 
engaged with history. Let's start with some novice ques
tions. Can you point out the differences and correlations 
between Gary Hume and Warhol, Julie Mehretu and 
Pollock? Nothing is more audacious or needed than 
American artists who reaHy gra·sp history and understand 

· that it's about continuity and change. Think of historical 
engagement as a way to calibrate your relationship with 
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Nothing Happens 'Here: 
Meditations on the Notion-of a Northwest Scene 
by Bryan O'Keefe 

I. 

Mid-'70s. A nameless town. One of Raymond Carver-'s hap
less first-person narrators drives a vitamin saleswoman to 
the Off-Broadway bar for a final date; they listen to the 
rain, drink whiskey and RCs, smoke shitty cigarettes, 
Newports or. something. On the ride back to the hospital 
where he works the night shift, ·Love Unlimited 
Orches.tra's celestial "Love's Theme~' on the AM radio 
inspires her to le\).ve everything behind: "Maybe I could 
go up to Portland. There must be something in Portland. 
Portland is on everybody's mind these days. Portland's a · 
drawing card. Portland this, Portland that. Portland's as 
good a place as a!lY· It's all the same." 

From Port Angeles, Wash., without more than a passing 
acquaintance with Portland, the Clatskanie-born alco
holic and fiction writer built this city on dead serious-
ness, sheet metal and soaked-through plywood. ' 
"Portland" is the sound of a Gresham cowboy's 1975 
Pontiac Grand LeMans crashing into a deer on the 
Hawtqorne Bridge. Do you hear the deer carcass splash
ing into the Benzene-polluted Willamette? The Portland 
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find out what makes us tick and how 
to keep us in Portland. Writers at local publications, along 

_ with policy-shapers at the Portland Development 
Commission, Portland State University and the Mayor's 
office, zealously study the issue. It seems that the Big 
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Creating Space For Art 
by Alicia Cohen 

' 'I would like the work to be non-work. Th~s mea.ns that it 
would find its way beyond my P.reconception~. It is my 
main concern to go beyond what I ·khow." ' 

-Eve Hesse (1968) 

"11linking Forms-

Social Structure-

, -Joseph Beuys (1973) 

how we mould our 
thoughts or 
how we shape our thoughts 
into words or , 
how we inould and shape 
the world in which we live: 
Sculpture as an 
evolutionary process; 
everyone an artist."· 

Ralph Nader has deemed Portland the American city 
that most belongs to its citizens. In the '70s, when the rest 
of the country was pulling out public parks and putting in 
new freeways, Portland pulled out a: waterfront freeway ' 
and put in a public park. Portland has one of the mo~t 
successful urban growth boundaries in the country; and it 
is one of the few major cities, besides San Francisco and 
New York City, where walking, biking and public trans· 
portation are viable alternatives to the car. While it's true 
that during the last Bush administration D.C. conserva
tives referred to qur fair, protest-positive city as "Little 
Beirut," Portland is by most accounts notably "pleasant" 
and "livable." As it reaps kudos from the likes of Travel 
and Fortune m·agazines, it is important to remember that 
what now seems "lovely" about Portland is the product of 
radical experimental social practices that stand in stark 
contrast to those of most U.S. cities, where conservative 
right-wing politics and corporate kowtowing have general· 
ly ruled the creation of American lived space. 

So why is it that Portland, a city so rich in articulations 
of active resistance to an impoverished status quo, lacks a 
vital experimental art scene? 

As Matthew Stadler wrote in the Febr~ary/March 
Organ , Portland; like Vancouver, B.C., lacks major art 
institutions that typically create cutting-edge ar,t scenes. 
We do have the Portland Art Museum, Pacific Northwest 
College of Art, the Portland Institute for Contemporary · 
Art and the Northwest Film Center, but tney are fairly 
new and/or relatively small compared to big-city institU
tions (the Art Institute of Chicago, MOMA) and even to 
resources in other mid-tier cities (Minneapolis' Walker 
Art Center and Columbus' Wexner Center for the Arts, for 
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MAKE ART, NOT WAR 
by Susan Seal 

. ' 
Portland was famously nicknamed "Little Beirut" by 
George Bush Sr. during Gulf War I, but whatever his son is 
calling us now is probably unprintable. Peace rallies regu
larly tie up downtown streets, political graffiti livens up 
billboards and walls, and even First Thursday openings · 
are featuring art that is harshly critical of current events. 
-When the war happens with lightning speed on every 
channel, the protest in response is thrown together quick
ly: rallies, art shows, graffiti and open mics. The counter
culture thrives under adverse conditions. Artists and . 
activists have plenty of fuel to spark their next fires and 
the digital media to communicate their idea's instan~ly. 
Nobody gets to see everything; there's just too much going . 
on for that. · 

One of the more remarkable local responses to the war 
is anti-w"ar.us, the "instant and global" graphic design
meets-activism resource that Joshua Berger, managing 
director of the design firm Plazm, created with Jon 
Steinhorst and Anthop.y Ramos. Several Portland artists 
have joined designers from six continents to contribute 
free, downloadable anti-war images fo~ activists and 
designers to use. 

Plazm has a long history of social activism. "When 80 
to 90 percent of the media is controlled by muHinational 
corporations, it is essential to have a forum for in depend· 
ent artists to speak," Berger says. That desire for freedom 
of communication impelled him to form the firm with 
partner Pete McCracken in 1991, during the first Gulf 
War. In January, with war imminent again, launching anti· 
war. us was an ideal way to "facilitate activism through 
creative messaging." Berger says, "Judging 'by the volume 
of hate mail I receive daily, people who feel differently 
are checking out the site too. What effect it has on those 
people, I don't"know. At least I know the graphic messages 
they receive will be strong ones." ' 

Edward King, a Portland painter whose mural with 
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THE CITY AS CREATIVE 
ENTERPRISE: 
What Every Artist Should Know About Portland's 
Cultural Economy Initiative 

by Came/a Raymond, 

Like an ,absentee father come home to m'ake up with 
his family, Portland's city leadership is reaching out to 
artists and counterculture operators as it li:as perhaps 
never done before. In scruffy art spaces in the Central 
Eastside and Northeast Portland, ·Mayor Katz has been 
meeting with gender-fucking performance artists, skate
boarders, avant-garde dancers and lesbian DJs, feeding 
them gourmet pizza while inviting them to confess their 
aspirations and frustrations and tell her how the city can 
earn their loyalty. She and Rosie Williams, the economic 
development specialist she hired to head the City's new 
Cultural Economy Initiative (the administrative unit 
that's orchestrating this love fest) are dropping hints that 
Playstations are in the offing: grants, professional devel-

' opment assistance, and even subsidized health insurance 
and live-work space for artists. · 

Has the City suddenly become enlightened, or is it up 
to something more selfish? Most likely, it's a somewhat 
muddled combination of both. At best, the Cultural 
Economy Initiative represents a dawning und~rstanding 
that cities are, at heart (and increasingly throughout the 
corpus) cultural organisms that draw fresh oxygen from 
art. Or, in Williams' terms, "When you have people who 
have a passion· for what they're doing, you can't help but 
have a city that's going to generate capital and wealth." 
At worst, it's a passing attack of paternalistic sentiment. 
Whatever the case, artists who want ta ·make the mos't of 
the current situation ,will do well to examine the City's 
motivations - and their own. 

What we do know is that the City's outreach to artists 
comes in response to newly influential ideas in regional 
economic development. City leaders no longer want ju~t a 
well-educated, well-behaved .workforce'; now they want a , 
"creative" one that can contribute to the technologically · 
and culturally sophisticated industries ascen'dant in the 
21st century. And artists have come to be regarded as 
essential agents in this transformation, although the link 
is actually more complicated and perhaps less flattering 
to artists than all the pizza might suggest. 

For some time, regional development thinkers have 
argued that American cities must tie their futures to 
knowledge-based industries as they say goodbye to manu- · 
factoring jobs (which are moving offshore where the 
labor is cheap) and retail jobs (which are moving from the 
high-rent urban core to suburban malls in a car-centered 
landscape) . To keep creating jobs that pay the bills, cities 
must compete where they can win, in industries that 
depend on their greatest resource: a concentrated popula
tion of smart, savvy, free-thinking people. American 
hands may be too expensive for anything but necessities ' 
like safe trucking and the small luxuries of fresh coffee 
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CORRECTIONS TO ISSUE #4 

~ a 

In "My Art Diary," artist RogeiMcKay, whose 
works were featured in LoveLake's Big show, was mis
takenly identified as Thomas McKay. 

Also in "My Art Diary," Yvonne Rainer's name was 
misspelled as "Rainier." 

The Organ deeply regrets the errors. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

To the Editor, 

Didn't want the opportunity of responding to an intellec
tually questionable piece in your recent issue slide by. I'd 
like to offer a response: 

Ben Sharvy's essay "Beauty Refutes the Liberal" looks 
to "prove liberalism wrong." Hmmm. I've tried the best I 
could with Mr. Sharvy's "argument" but sadly the only 
"proof" offered is, well, nothing. For such a bold proposal 
of an old debate one· would hope for more of our contem
porary criticisms than a rehashing of antiquities. "How 
about putting down the whip my boy, the goddamn horse 
is dead" (General Butternut). Well, let us counteract 
Sharvy's stroking. It will be a go9d time. 

First brushstroke: "Define your terms" (Voltaire). I 
suggest Mr. Sharvy explain his tortured use of "liberal
ism," clarify its (his) assertion of being "right," and ele
vate his "polemic" over mere tantrum. (Would he care to 
prove Wagn~r and Tchaikovsky are "windbags"?) 

Second brushstroke: Romanticis·m as instruction manu
al on emotions? Following the maestro, as Sharvy .refers to 
the Romantic program, might prick one's insecurity over 
fear and control if one's own sense of love is generic and , 
infantile, but that is neither T~haikovsky nor Toscanini's 
problem. If this is the music of studied fake orgasms, then 
I suspect the individ1-1als who feel this way would refuse 
to be mounted by their partners fan the sake of FEAR · 
AND CONTROL. What's so "right" about that? _ 

Third brushstroke: Ah, so Ben Sharvy wants to be left 
alone ("the right not to be bent to serve" for "the right to 
be left alone")? This ' 'purest form" is based on an illusion 
that is impossible: the _right to be left alone. (Surely I've 
misunderstood this most antiquated of. points; we're all 
post-Postmodern here, a_ren't we?) One person's piss is a 

I 
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
WAR ................. .' 

Raul Mendez; The Relatives of Who imd What, is currently 
on display at Portland International Airport, is more 
interested in exploring the gray areas of -the culture of 
dissent in his art. "I don't' want to slap people over the 
head with my ideas. I can't protest every day -because I've 
.got to work and pay my bills. I don't read every book by 
Zinn or Chomsky- but there's not one day since the war 
started that I've forgotten it was going on." He says that 
"painting, writing, all kinds of art are therapy- they 
make sense of what you're thinking." 

King sees a commonality between the propaganda the 
pro· qnd anti-war movements use, their reduction of 
everything to good 
or evil, black or 
white. "When I'm 
at a protest, it's 
insane - the cops 
in full riot gear 
look like some
thing out of 
George Orwell's 
1984. I start think
ing, 'Damn the 
cops.' But I realize 
that they're people 
too, and they're 
looking ai: a crowd 
of 30,000 wonder
ing what's going to 
happen next. The 
mob mentality can 

·be pretty scary:" 
His recent work 
speaks to dissen
sion and the war, 
but he employs 
more politically 
ambiguous images 
like dead roses, a 
child's toy soldier 
and little girls' 
dresses to convey his ideas. 

King also joined Play Dead, a public die-in organized 
by Zachary Reno on the South Park blocks in front of the 
Portland Art Museum. Reno publicized the die-in through 

· fliers and a post on. indymedia.org, and 60 'people partici
pated. His idea was to "keep it as subtle as possible, and 
as open to interpretation as it could be . Pro-peace, anti
war, pro-war, pro-troops, wherever you were standing, it 
should still be a powerful image to see a mass of bodies 
like this. A woman in a black veil was there crying the 
entire time, holding a sign that said 'Right Now, I'm 
Ashamed to be Human.' That was one of the most intense 
parts of the whole thing." 

Sam Gould and Laura Baldwin, of art•collective Red76, 
recently debated an outlet for their frustrations with the . 
war. The two have started a group called USCUT (United 
States Citizens Unafraid of Thought) and are planning 
sidewalk teach-ins and events to "directly and positively 
eng~ge with the public." Gould says, "An artist's goal, in 
my mind, is to create -a dialogue with someone. For a long 
time I thought that my politics and my art and life did not 
mix. I'm 'finding now that that is impossible. They are 
inherently linked." -

Chris Larson, a musician and~f1lmmaker, recentiy crea't: 
' ed his first consciously political art piece, a 36-minute 

digital video called DATA. It pairs aerial footage of cities 
and landscapes, embellished by abstract Flash animation, 
with quotes and facts about past and current U.S. military 
interventions. Larson's music group, the Land Camera 
Micro-Orchestra, accompanie's the shows with a dreamy 
live semi-improvised soundtrack. The film doesn't tacitly 
oppose war; Larson says, "To me, it is much more powerful 
to help facilitate a fuller understanding of the issues sur
rounding U.S. military intervention than it is to just con
vince someone of your beliefs. As citizens, we are hard
pressed to find truth with regard to what our government 
and military are really doing. On both sides, pro- and an til 
war, so many people are acting out of propaganda-induced 
fear." 

The film has shown five times, including on First . 
Thursday at the Go Gallery in the Everett Station Lrifts. 
Larson says he strives.to keep the work current: "The 
video has been re-edited for each performance with more 
and more relevant data. The last showing, after the begin
ning of the so-called 'Operation Iraqi Freedom,' included 
the Iraqi civilian death count as of the day of the show." 

A Land Camera performance sparked Margery 

Fairchild, a choreographer, to visualize the first image of 
her new piece, a collaboration with musician Jeff Brown. 
She sees frfghtenirig parallels between current American 
nationalism and the rise of fascism in 1930s Europe; her 
work, tentatively titled Cockroach, incorporates elements 
of street theater, cabaret 'and historical references from 
other wartime eras. She is planning a series of public per
formances on the streets during July, as part of First 
Thursday, Last Thursday and the July 4th holiday. 

Fairchild cites other activists as inspirational: "The 
Radical Cheerleaders are such a highlight of protests. 
They lift spirits so much. They serve a beautiful purpose. 
And at the protest on March 20, everyone was looking 
around unsure of what to do after a confrontation with 
police on the Steel Bridge, and in rode Critical Mass- it 
was like one distressed army joined by another. It was a 
triumphant moment, almost Tolkienesque in saope!'' 

Cielo Lutino, a writer and city planner, organized a 
Portland chapter of the Radical Cheerleaders with stu· 

dent Kathleen Manseau in summer 2002. Lutino says 
their goal is to "make protest more interesting, and give 
.positive energy to the crowd." The Radical Cheerleaders 
make up their own political cheers and create their own 
costumes, incorporating red, white and blue to counter 
the idea that protest is unpatriotic. Lutino says, "Activism 
is one of the coolest art forms, and it requires an incredi
ble amount of creativity. Protest marches are great the
ater." 

The 
Portland 
Critical Mass 
rallies, which 
draw attention 
to the· needs 
and safety of 
bike riders by 
disrupting car 
traffic, have 
always fea· 
tured colorful 
art bikes, cos· 
tumes, signs or 
sym bois like 
"a ga'~~Jtiillp ~~ 
nozzle with a 
baby head , 
attached," says 
Fred Nemo, a 
longtime 
Critical Mass 
activist and 
poet. The 
weekly rides 
through down
town, held in ' 
response to 
the war, have 
drawn well . 
over 100 riders 
every Friday. 
But Sara Stout, another Critical Mass member, points out 
that there has been less ornamentation lately and inore of · 
"a serious mood, reinforced by the heavy police presence 
and their arbitrary arrests." Nemo says Critical Mass is 
"more eclectic than simply the bike community, the 
activis~ community or the art community, because it is 

LEll ERS & OPINIONS 
problem for us all. You have no right to be left alone 
because your existence will not leave the rest of us alone, 
and I don't think Mr. Sharvy cares to prove quantum 
physics wrong on this point. 

Fourth brushstroke: Mozart and Beethoven are lovers. 
Swwweeeep. I think most of us would agree that beauty 
deserves more than name·droppin& and simple-minded· 
ness. 

I look forward to more of the articulate and original in 
the pages of The Organ; wasted ink in this town runneth 
over. 

With regards, 
Phillip Sousa 
Southeast Portland 

To the Editor: 

I am a Portland-bas-ed arts and entertainment attorney, 
specializing in working with visual and performing 
artists. I cringed when I read Stu-ART's response to 
"Delicate Flower" in his recent column. What Stu should 
have told Ms. Flower was that Oregon has a very artist· 
friendly set of laws that cover consignments with gal· 
leries or other exhibition spaces. 

The Oregon Art Transactions (Consignments) laws are 
codified in the Oregon Revised Statutes (ORS), Chapter 
359.200 et seq. Among other provisions, the law requires 
that consignment contracts for "fine art" be in writing 
and must contain terms such as the retail value of the 
works consigned, the period of time within whicli sales 
proceeds are to be paid to the artist, the minimum sales 
price and the fee or commission deal between the parti~s 
(ORS 359.220). Incidentally, unless the contract states 
othenvise, the proceeds from a sale of a work must be 
paid' to 'the artist within 30 days of the seller's receipt of 
such funds (ORS 359.225). For certain violations of these 
laws, gallery owners can be liable for the loss of tlieir 
commissions, full payment to the artist [and] penalties 
and payment of the artist's legal fees (ORS 359.250 and 
359.255). Instead of "asking" the dealer 'about this infor· 
mation, as Stu suggests, the artist has the right to demand 
it! 

Kind regards, 

Peter Vaughan Shaver, Esq. 
-Art and Entertainment Law 
Southwest Portland 

To the Editor: 

These are my answers to the questions posed in Matthew 
Stadler's concluding paragraph ("Lessons from the 
Kootenay School of Writing," issue #4): 

1. Yeah, what? 
2. Well, at least a little, sure. 
3. (I don't think I understand the question . .) 
4.Maybe. 
5. Definitely. 
6. Yes: We will revise our concluding paragraphs when 

they consist entirely of questions. We will double-check 
the grammar of our concluding sentences, if we care 
about that sort of thing. We will cease to blame our house
mates for the disappearance of our keys when we know 
full well that we must have misplaced them somewhere 
ourselves (the keys, not the housemates). We will remem
ber to ask people about contemporary poetics. First we 
will find ."poetics" in the dictionary, in case somebody 
asks us what we mean when we ask them about contem
porary poetics, then we will start right in with the asking. 
Maybe that's not so ambitious after all. So forget it. 

6. (revised answer) Hopefully. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew (Hattie) Hein 
Northeast Portland 

From the Editor; 

Stadler's questions were as follows: "And what of Portland? 
Will new collectives like the Spare Room catalyze any public 
discussion of contemporary poe-tics? Will we hear from 
Steinman or LeGuin, that is outside 'Fhe, Oregonian's and 
Tribune's book review pages? Will Doug Marx',; keen intelli
gence abput contemporary poetry find a forum more am bi
tidus than the daily paper? Will writers take an interest in 
the vitality and rigor of the local film and video community, 
which is itself constructing a kind of public poetics that writ-. 
ers could engage and learn from? Will w-e do anything more 
ambitious than polisliing our manuscripts in workshop. plot
ting careers, and cashing our modest checks for reviewing the 
latest books from some distant, other coast?" 

inclusive of all of them." 
Poetsagainstthewar.org'inspired Nemo to collect 81 

short anti-war poems for a zine anthology, Shock and Awe. 
He e-mailed them out to his mailing list, posted them on 
his site, monkeychicken.com, and then printed and assem
·bled the collection with "incafculable he1p from the 
IPRC." He's distributing free copies through Reading 
Fren'zy. Nemo and writer/printmaker Greta Marchesi are 
also planning regular Thursday night anti-war themed 
open mic night~ at their Northeast Portiand arts space, 
the nine-member collective Pacific Switchboard. Both of 
them a_re grateful for how quick and easy it is to organize 
events and contact people with e-mail. "For once," 
March~si says, "it's heartening how technology is working 
constructively." · 

Faith Farruq is attending the open mics at Pacific 
.Switchboard to recruit people to join her anti-war project, 
Operation Papercrane PDX. "I started making a few 
cranes to hang in front of my house as ornaments. Then I 
had·this vision· of driving arpund Portland and occasional
ly seeing one." The sale of the colorful origami cranes 
benefit Me~cy Corps. "My income limits what my 
response can be. So I thought, why not do this thing and 
give the money to the people who are trying to deal with 

- the aftermath of the war. It's a fairly simple response, not 
angry or-confrontational." 

Kate Towers, co-owner of the clothing boutique 
Seaplane, has been creating her own hands-on anti-war 
art. "I thought, well, if we're going to bomb tonight, 
tomorrow morning we should put up an anti-war window 
at the store." She paired a shirt she made that said "Make 
Clothes, Not War" with a display of military clothes "rein· 
terpreted with feminine details, like flowers." Rebecca 
Pearcy, owner-designer of Queen Bee Cre~tions, asked 
about displaying a one-of-a-kind version of her popular 
Truckette handbag With a "no war" design over a pink 
and red heart. Towers says it and other peace-themed 
clothes and accessories by local artists have attracted a 
lot of attention from shoppers. "Personally, I think if you 
feel passionately about something, you should put it in ' 
your art," she says. 

Topher Sinkinson and Dan Young, "average guys who 
hate to see fear and lies absorbed by the TV populace," 
are making one-inch yellow-and-orange pins with slogans 
like "Don't Am-Bush My Future" and "Resist War." With· 
the help of artist Kristan Kennedy, they printed and made 
250 buttons with 75 different messages and then passed 
them all out at the March 15 protest in downtown 
Portland. "It was nice to see people wearing them," 
Sinkinson says. "The button is a powerful protest tool, 
and this avenue is super-direct and totally anonymous." 

As the war irr Iraq enters ·its second phase and second 
month, it will be interesting to see how Portland artist~ 
respond. The community events and performances being 
planned now will be coming to a loading dock or arts 
space near you 'n the next few weeks and months. Anti-

war. us will,certainly be up, and updated, for the duration; 
DATA will continue to be re-edited as events unfold. 
Sinkinson says wryly, "It sounds like we have a few more 
global wars on the horizon, so we are starting our button 
.assembly line now to meet future demand." What else will 
we be seeing on the sides of buildings, Web sites and 
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. PATRIOT ACT 

The Art of Alex Lily 

"If you support the war in Iraq, then you support 
the destruction of antiquities, and if you are a 
proud American nation~list, then your. pride is 
built on genocide!' 

-Alex Lily 

Alex Lily has been creating prints of tlot cops based on 
P,hotographs taken at protest demonsttatlons since Bush I 
was In office. His work Is on view at the Library of Congtess 
In Washington, D.C., and the Centet fot the Study of Political 
Graphics In Santa ·Monlca, Calif. ·His stencils, posters and 
stlckets are frequently visible In public places around 
Pottland. 

gall'ery walls? After talking .to so many Portland artists 
this week, I can henestly say that in times like these, the 
only thing I'm looking forward to is what they come up 
with·next. 

To find this art: 

www.anti·war.us 

Edward King: mural, Portland International Airport, · 
near the A-B-C security checkpoint; a· November 2003 solo 
show at Stumptown Coffee, 128 SW Third ,Ave. 

Shock and Awe: www.monkeychicken.com or Reading 
Frenzy 

1\,~rt;!"l,fr .,o,P,e~. m~c; ni,&hM t~,t . ~j!Ci,fjc ~witch board, 

' ' 

Thurs.~il~~r itJ./d?ofll !J~MMiuM I?,~l_.l,'\ s~l . ,' ·,,,' ... ,,~ ""' 1 

oJ~l](Hoit'Pa'p'er&ahe:PD:X: p'lipercraJ?.epd~@hisrf.co~' · 
' > ' ' i4' •ii ., 

USCUT: www.red76.com 

Seaplane: 3356 SE -Belmont St. 

Die-ins: \Vww.indym,edia.org 

Critical Mass: rides through downtown Portland every 
Friday afternoon 

Radical Cheerleaders: performances at ralli~s 

DATA screenings: www.thelandcamera·.com 

Susan Bealls making art,magnets to raise money for 
Oxfam's humanitarian aid in Iraq. Info: 
pdxpeacemagnets@yahoo.com. 

ESSAY CONTEST WINNER 
\ 

In the February/March issue, the editor of The Organ 
announced an essay contest on the following topic: "You are 
applying for my job, Editor of The Organ Review of Arts. 
Please write a cover letter describing your aims for running 
this pqper in 1,000 words or less." A highly democratic sys- " 
tern of securing awards and assigning judges was established, 
too complicated to repeat here and sort of followed, resulting 
in a prize pot bubbling with several artworks and services 
from local creative types and two judges, the estimable Tom 
Blood and Curtis Knapp - in their own words, "judges who 
live in Portland, Oregon." With all the essayists who scraped 
up their best ideas and formed them into sentences clamor
ing for a try at the editor's job (which was never really up for 
grabs, actually), we can only wonder what methods Blood 
and Knapp used to separate the cream from the milk- fist
fights and deep afternoon siestas, perhap~. We thank each 
and every essayist for their time, effort and excellent ideas, 
which we shall most certainly exploit selectively. Here is the 
winning essay. Runners-up will be posted to 
www.organarts.org ASAP. 

The people involved with The Organ should be happy 
with the work they've done and continue brightly and sat
isfied. Camela is a fine editor and I don't think The Organ 
should be looking for anyone new. I think the paper is a 
success- humble, honest, friendly and '!!Sing critical lan
guage more to describe things people see, rather tlian try
ing to lotk some horns with the "real world" New York or 
prove/refute historical theory-type stuff. Art not as histor
ical contentions but as the medium of PeQple, a commerce 
of the social life of this area. A view of the arts paper, 
then, as a guide to the interactions and relationships, to 
the inspirations available, and to the creations and poten
tial in P-town, this view will have us look around for 
access, not celebrity. Artists have their own relationships 
with their work and good ones needn't be legitimized by 
the news. Because they are making a living and hopefully 

-good choices for themselves ... . 
Camela, if you're looking for some editorial ideas here 

a few: 
What does (the paper] want to be about? It's about 

arts, mostly Portland arts, mostly people you know and 
hqw they're showing.'What makes people makt;,. the art 
people make is the other artists, the people people talk to 
and the area. If it slips into an attempt to build up or tear 
down people's work then I think it's on the wrong track. 
Documentation, good; judge, bad. But how can it be an 
example of itself as a report, as a representative of the 

art scene (community, shelter) in Portl~nd? Make it more 
of an example of wha t it's about. Maybe you could have a 
review of The Organ. Maybe the paper should be die-cut 
into the shape of an ana~omically correct heart. Take pho· 
tographs of the· articles projected onto the spaces or peo
ple or work mentioned in them and print the photographs 
.as the articles. Post audio on the Web site of the writers 
reading their articles, of miscellaneous conversations ori 
First Thursday. Assign a "reporter of place" : articles on 
dead factories, the East Bank Esplanade, Ross Island or 
other Portland places that inspire the lonely. The Organ 
can provide an alternative to the galleries; challenge pea· 
pie to find the less visible artists 'in town, who w.ork hard 
enough, just not on getting known. Folks who are not 
showing, unpaid, unsigned, needn't stop kickin' it; the 
best. art may come from the people without big time aspi
rations. Or the reverse: a poster map of Portland arts pea· 
pie and places with arrows of influence, why these people 
are here and how they got to know each other, and no.t the 
work described as though the artist, riding a dolphin, glid
ed in and lifted it magically into place, with no water 
somehow and ~o saddle. Or a "connect the .dots" with 
choices, making the paper more interactive (it is the '90s). 
Or how about more of the machinery or mechanism of 
art? Flipping through a review of DJ world music I found 
myself most attracted to the article with a list and picture 
of materials used. So I could compare them with my own. 

Stick with what you' re doing, be an insider, network, 
reveal. In the months and issues to come you will ~ind 
yourself meeting new people to try and expand the circle 
and get fresh material and make new friends. This paper 
will champion the excitement of influence as a celebra
tion of all that goes on here. It's good people make things. 
The end. 

Well sort of. died at the end there. I think I've about 
had it for this idea. Really I just want a piece of Brad 
Adkins' art. 

Love, 
Toby Kreidler 

PRIZE CONTRIBUTORS: Thanks to Videomlnds, Adrian 
Gaut, Brad Adkins, Natascha Snellman, Chandra Bacci and. 
Ryan Stowe: 

Tom Blood and Curtis Knapp are contest judgeS; living In 
Portland, Oregon. 
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Yvon·ne Rainer's Avant-Garde 
Humpty Dumpty 
After Many a Summer Dies the Swan: Hybrid 
Four Wall Cinema Collective 
April 5, 2003 

by Jeremy Rossen 

What is the place and purpose of art in times of political 
and social turmoil? This question is crucial for everyone, 
especially artists, to address at this point in time. The 
United States is currently. led by a hegemonic administra
tion that is using the "War on Terrorism" to facilitate its 
goals of exploiting other countries' resources and of rul
ing the wor.Jd with extreme violence. The war is not on 
t;errorism, but a war on the environment, women, people 
of color and humanity. The U.S. has been spreading terror 
both at home and abroad, playing U:pon its citizen.s' fears . 
to erode civil liberties and to criminalize any form of dis
sent. This is not only turning our countiy into more of a 
police state every day, but also laying the groundwork for 
a potentially bleak future. Yvonne Rainer explores art's 
power to address these' and many other issues in her new 
digital video piece, After Many a Summer Dies the Swan: 
Hybrid, which she presented in front of a sold-out crowd 
on April 5 at Four Wall Cinema Collective. 

Rainer began making short, formalist·inspired dance 
films in the early 1960s. At that time New York was teem
ing with avant-garde filmmakers and artists such as John 
Cage, Andy Warhol, Jonas Mekas, John Coltrane, Merce 
Cunningham, Trisha Brown, and members of the Fluxus 
Movement. In the late 1960s, Rainer moved toward creat
ing multimedia, performance-based.work that incorporat
ed 16mm film projection with live dance. Eventually this 
led to her first feature film, Lives of Performers (1972), 
which used both documentary and fictional story-telling 
techniques to explore romance between dancers. 

In a radical departure from most avant-garde filmmak· 
ers of the time, who were more interested in 
structural/minimal/conceptual filmmaking and art, 
Rainer began to use a narrative style of feature filmmak
ing. Her films chose .to focus more on personal rela cion
ships, radical politics (she was raised by two anarchist 
parents), social issues, language, feminist theory, gender 
issues and, most specifically, nar,rative and avant-garde 
film's failure to adequately address these issues. By this 
time Rainer had left the dance world in order to focus on 
her films, feeling that these concerns were too complex to 
represent through dance. Since that time, Rainer has 
amassed an amazingly solid body of film and video work 
and established herself as one of the most important mtil· 
timedia artists of the past 30 years . At the age of 68, 
Rainer continues to make new work, traveling the world 
giving lectures and teaching her dan.ce pieces to others. 

After Many a Summer Dies the Swan: Hybrid is a dense, 
multilayered look into the cultural chaos of pre· World· 
War I Vienna. The video uses historical stills and the 
musical accompaniment of Arno1d Schoenberg's piece, 
"Trans~iguted Night,". to represent the culture of Vienna's 
elite and avant-garde art world. This fo.otage is juxtaposed 
with film of a dance rehearsal of Rainer's After Many a 
Summer Dies 'the Swan. Th'is tlance piece was' cbmmi~· 'idl 
sioned in 2000 from Rainer by the Baryshnikov D,ance 
Found~iioil. A series ~f q~htations' 'from artist~ and r~1di
cals, including Oscar Kokochka and Ludwig Wittge_nstein, 
add to the visual complexity of the video. There is a series 
of pans that move to the left, right, up anp down, slowly 
hiding and revealing texts ahd images. These also give the 

We Saw .Sea Saw 
Brief notes on three Seattle performances 

by Erin Boberg 

Sea Saw: A Lumberjack Dreamplay- Nestled in the 
snug Jewel Box Theater, this vaudevillian pageant · 
of axe-twirling lumberjacks, dancing Wbbblies and 
soft-shoeing timber barons provided a nostalgic 
look at Northw~st history. Inventive hanq-crafted 
sets by Curtis Taylor of the Vodvil TheatFe created a 
human-scale diorama: layers of paper backdrops 
rolled up, revealing a new setting underneath; or 
scrolled by, creating ·the illusion of walking through 
the woods. Replete with footlights, greasepaint and 
a~ old-timey band, the show was, on the surface, a 
series of slapstick skits, sight gags, and dance num
bers featuring woodsmen trying in vain to fell the 
"Goliaths and Leviathans" of the forest. Like a col
orized portrait come to life, the performers were 
stiff and almost two-dimensional, eyes wide open as 
if trying not to blink for the camera. But this surre
al style allowed the social and political themes of 
man vs. nature and labor vs. management to shine 
through. Taylor & Co. have done their research, btit' 

·instead of shouting it from a soap-box (like some of 
their characters) they w~;ap it up, with all of its 
complexities, in a big red bow. 

Northwest New Works-Now in its 20th year, 
NWNW, presented by On the Boards, is a platform 
for artists to test out new projects. (Full disclosure: 
I was on the selection panel, and some of these 
artists will perform in a Portland version of NWNW 
as part of the Portland Institute for Contemporary 
Art's Time Based Art Festival (TBA), which I'm 
organizing.) On April12, the program began in On 
the Board's studio theatre with a richly layered per- · 
formance by Seattle's VIA (choreographer Tonya 
Lockyer and composer Ellen·Fullma!l.) Dancers 
were already on stage as we entered, recorded voic
es mutmuring from speakers hidden in the seats, 
and when the lights went down the piece blos
somed into a lush tableau of solo dances, projected 
maps and charts and a hypnotic sound score. 

· Portland's Linda Austin manipulated tiny tape 
players, flashlights and Pez dispensers to create the 
miniature multimedia extravaganza; BIG REAL, 
towering over her m!croprops and sets like a kid 
with an ant farlJI.. Seattle's Hugh Bigney-Russellled 
us from the studio to the mainstage theatre in an 
Italian-style street performance involving a rather 
gruesome plague-doctor costume, a traveling trunk 
and a self-portrait marionette. The second half fea
tured three pieces by Seattle artists: improvisation
al jazz etudes by Gust Burns and his ensemble; the 
comic Disintegrating joke, a duet between theater 
artist Stephanie Skura and pianist Robin Schultz; 
and Three Tangos, a dramatic and emotional dance 
for three women by Alethea Adsitt. Nine other 
artists, including P~rtland's "Power Pointillist" 
Amos Latteier, performed a~ part of the three-week 
series. As these were all works-in-progress, some 

· pieces were more polished than others, but overall 
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piece .a nice pace and flow, rather than sinking in the 
heavy weight of the subject matter. The video presents 
the social disintegration of Vienna and the failure of the 
bourgeoisi~ to embrace chill'1ge, while also detailing a,n 
almost·powerless avant·garde. 

Rainer warned the crowd beforehand that it was 
impossible to take everything in qn one viewing, and that 
it would take multiple viewings to follow the video more 
closely. It definitely does. Following the video was a fairly 

'long Q&A session in which the audience members seemed 
to be caught off-balance, unsure of how to react to what 
they had seen. Rainer graciously answered all of the ques
tions, mostly of the "How did you get into dance?" vari
ety. 

However, there was one exchange that stood out. 
Rainer was asked what she felt the power of her artwork 
was· and if she felt like it could change the dismal state of 
the world. Her response was that although she was now 
skeptical about the power of art, she believed that you 
had to live yo'ur life like everything you did mattered, that 
it was ,important and could change the world. 

The next night, I finally caught up with Rainer in per
son. Feeling a need to. ask som,e of the questions that were 
not brought up during the 
past few days, I asked her 
whatshethoughtaboutthe 
'60s radical and avant-garde 
artists who had entered the 
world of· academia and insti.' 
tutions in order to continue 
making their work. Was their 

~work now catering to this 
new, more conservative audi
ence? And did she feel a part 
of the group of avant-garde 
artists that embraced the 
"academic and institutional 
canon"that she had fought 
against in the '60s? Rainer's 
response to these questions 
was; quite simply, that you 
have to pay the rent and 
could not always bite the 
hand that fed you. 

Her answer was disap
pointing, since it seemed to 
assume that everyone plays 
into the art world's "rules" 
about how to get grants, exhi
•bitions and, ultimately, recog- . 
nition. The avant-garde 

Yvonne Rainer 
Works [1..966"2003] 
Reed College · 
Apri110-13, 2003 

by Elizabeth Ward 

During the early 1960s, experimentation at New York 
City's Judson Church changed modern dance. Prior to this 
point, dancers influenced by the Vaudeville tradition, 
such as Isadora Duncan, Ruth St. Denis, and Loie Fuller, 
paved the way for the new barefoot dance that Martha 
Graham made famous with her deeply psychological and 
highly refined dances. Musician Robert Dunn's 1962 com
position workshops at the Judson Church were a catalyst 
for a revolutionary shift in American Art Dance. Everyday · 
bodies, movement and gestures dominated performances. 
Gone were the days of virtuosic dancing and spectacle. 
Performances were minima1 or even pedestrian. Often 
trained and untra(ned dancers shared the stage, which 

was not the classic prosceni
um ~tage . of the theatre, bur 
a gym fioor. The Ju,dson 
Church movement carried 
on after Dunn's initial com
position cl ass. Original stu· 
dents like Yvonne Rainer 
and later collective mem
bers like Trisha Brown went 
on to' shape the postmodern 
era of dance. Even today, 
the traqition of movement 
at the Judson Church con
tinues with weekly preden
tations of new and expJri
mental work. 

In a tribute to this move
ment and with a commit
ment to. carrying on the 
legacy of the Judson 
dancers' work, local artist 
Linda K. Johnson .and for-

' mer Trisha Brown dancer 
Shelley Senter recently pre· 
sen ted Yvonne Rainer's Trio 
A at Reed College. Trio A 
was the centerpiece of the 
performance, which also 
included work by Johnson, 
Trisha Bro..,...n, Remy Charlip 
ahd Bebe Miller. First per
formed at the Judson 
Church in 1966, Trio A is a 
historically significant 
work. Over the years it has 

artists and short-sighted "rev
olution-now" radicals of 
Rainer's era may have figura
tively died, as she stated in 
her 1996 essay, "T};Je Avant
Garde Humpty Dumpty," but, 
contrary to. Rainer's views, 
there is a worldwide move
ment today of avant·garde, 

Yvonne Rainer perform A, 1968 had many' incarnations. The 

radical and DIY artists who thrive outside of the "sys
tem," pay the rent and continue to believe that social 
change and revolution are possible. 

,Photograph © jack Mitchel11982 first part of The Mind is a 
Muscle, a larger, three-part 

evening-length work, Trio A is known for its continu,ous, 
nonrepetitive, even-keeled presentation. T,he dancers 
move through a wide range of movement without em bel· 
lishment or acknowledgment of the audience. At Reed, 

K· After Many a Summer Dies the Swan: Hybrid (2002, 30 
Jiik4:, video) is available through ~ts distributor, V;\q,eo _., 
E>ata Bar:k, Chicago, Ill. 

Trio A was performed twice by Johnson and Senter and , , 
·,,,once by Reed s~udems, allowing the am;!ie,pce qm~,to r" 

Jeremy Rossen Is a filmmaker, member of the Four Wall 
Cinema Collective and a bicycle mechanic. 

the program provided a rare .chance to see and sup
port new projects at an early stage in their devel
opmel;lt. 
' Black Cat Orchestra is known for composing new 
scores• that play live with silent films, a painstaking 
process of matching notes to f~ameswhich takes 
months to complete. This time they left it up to 
chance; playing sets of their original music with 
short films projected overhead by Portland-based 
filmmaker Steve Doughton a! the Zeitgeist Cafe. At 
times the synchronicity was uncanny: each cut in 
the opening film was perfectly matched by the 
band's tempo, time-lapse footage of flowers &loom
ing and fading in tandem with the rhythms and 
dynamics of the song. Other accidental pairings 
were more esoteric: a lively tango with an animated 
film of an Inuit legend; a klezmer dance with ap 
instructional film about geometric sh,apes. Either 
way, the music and images were captivating on 
their own, but the sum proved greater than its 
parts. 

Erin Boberg Is the Assistant Curator of Performing Arts at 
the Portland Institute for Contemporary Art. · 

Bill Brown and the Surveillance 
Camera Players 
by Ashley Edwards 

In the tradition of the Situationist Internationale 
and urban agitprop activists, Biil Brqwn is furiously 
constructing a movement to raise awareness of how: 
video surveillance threatens individual freedoms in · 
the United States. A New York privacy advocate 
and founder of the NYC SurVeillance Camera 
Players, Brown visited Portland on March 13 for the 
International -Arts Group Exposition hosted by 
Red76. In the dimly lit yet bustling Laurelhurst 
movie theater, Brown led the audieiJ.ce through a 
film tour of his savvy guerrilla theater campaign 
against the unblinking eye of the surveill<;mce cam
era. The next day, Brown offered a short surveil
lance camera tour of downtown Portland. 

Since .1996, Brown and his troupe have manifest
ed 'their oppositiop to unsolicited surveillance with
in the direct gaze of the camera. Standing in the 
focal range of surveillance cameras around the 
world, the SCP have staged adaptations of Alfred 
Jarry's Ubu Roi, Beckett's Waiting for Godot, Edgar 
Allen Poe's The Raven and other texts. Other per
formances have entailed exorcising the technology, 
praying to it or simply holding up a series of signs 
that read, "It's OK, officer," or "Cops with guns are 
watching you." All performances are sUent since, as 
Brown explains, the law prohibits cameras from 
monitoring speech. Still, the SCP are heard and , 
seen. They use their visibility- their public 
appearances, their interviews with the media and 
their comprehensive Web site- to "explode the 
myth that only those who are 'g1filty of something' 

, are opposed to being surveilled by known eyes." 

. digest the d<!nce's patterns. , 
Senter and Johnson began the piece in profile while a 

1968 statement by Rainer was read. Written during the 
Vietnam War, the statement ends in "a reflection of a 
state of mind that reacts with horror and disbelief upon 
seeing a Vietnamese shot dead on TV- not at the sight 

For the tour, we met in Pioneer: Square, where, 
Brown. surmised, public activities are monitored 24 
hours a day by an elevated camera atop a high-rise 
at the corner of SW Broadway and Morrison Street. 
We then loafed outside of Nordstrom, where a mass 
of tiny private surveillance cameras revolve much 
like a human eyeball. Brown plastered a "You are 
being watched" sticker onto the "No Loitering" 
placard outside the store, only to have it removed 
by an eavesdropping· "Loss Prevention employee." 
As we ambled through the streets, Brown paused 
periodically to alert the audience to cameras 
tucked away in spider-webbed corners. At the 
guarded entrance of Nike Town, a nervous employ
ee and a couple of parking lot attendants stepped 
outside to whisper to each other and into their cell 
phones, while their cameras furtively watched us. 
The moment we chose to "watch the watchers," sus
picions were aroused. 

According to Brown, no one knows how many 
surveillance cameras :sweep public space in the 
U.S., but the number is rising. In New York's Times 
Squar'e, perhaps the nation's most monitored public 
area, the number of cameras has more than tripled 
in four ·years according to his statistics, and Britain, 
with less than one-quarter of America's population, 
has an estimated 1.5 million surveillance cameras. 
Brown's numbers were convincing, but he raised 
some skeptical brows when he blamed 9-11 in part · 
on the uselessness of the cameras in the World 
Trade Center, arguing that they neither anticipated 
nor prevented the attacks and were a colossal 
waste of money. Even 'surveillance cameras at ATM 
machines came under his fire for immediately dial
ing the police if they detect someone's arm making 
a stabbing motion. Much surveillance technology is 
ineffective at stopping crime, he argued, because 
law enforcement agencies decide it's not cost-effec· 
tive to staff monitoring centers, and private busi
nesses are primarily interested in deterring 
employee theft and documenting accidents for 
insurance purposes. Hesitant to acknowledge the 
ways in which surveillance cameras can afford the 
public with a sense of security, Brown proved bet· 
ter at delivering a compelling message through his 
mutinous theatrical performances rather than his 
often hyperbolic rhetoric. 

Although he jokingly admits to being "very para
noid," Brown h~pes to· perpetuate the opposition to 
surveillance culture as it steadily changes our 
interactions with urban space and our anonymity 
within a city. "In 50 years I would hope that the 
movement I am builc,ling has won," he says. If it 
doesn't, "I fear that New York ... would become a 
dystopia in a sd-fi way." Until then; Brown and the 
Surveillance Camera Players are in the process of 
turning the Society of the Spectacle's machinery 
back on itself. · 

Ashley Edwards Is a local whale-lover. She likes to find 
poems, and she buys French stuff when she c~n. 

of death; however, but at the fact that the TV can be shut 
off." At the end of this reflection the dance began .. Trio A 
js full of turns, balances, foot taps, twists, strailj\ht arms, 
breaks, skips and odd coordinations, throughout which 
Johnson and Senter shifted in and out of canon. After the 
dancers came to rest, the,movement was repeat~d to the 
Chambers Brothers' R&B hit, "In the Midnight Hour." 
With the addition of music, the dancers seemed even 
more at ease. At times they appeared to swim through the 
movement and music. · 

To highlight the work of two other important postmod· 
e,rn choreographers, Senter danced solos by Remy Charlip 
and Trisha Brown. Charlip's dance is a series of 88 move
ment sketches mailed to Senter for interpretation. Senter 
glided and paused through the movement while a child 
read a story written by. Charlip. Senter

1 
is a beautiful per

former and her fluidity was noticeable for a second time 
when she danced Brown's choreographic material. As evi
denced by the number of her dances in the repertory of 
major ballet companies, Brown's work, while progressive, 
is more accessible to audiences and dancers than that of 
other Judson choreographers. 

Linda](. Johnson danced her own choreography in 
UNbecoming. The solo began with the comforting sound 
of rain and thunder in the distance as Johnson drifted, 
suspended in light. Later an angry crash of lightning was 
heard while Johnson stood upstage, calm and composed. 
Jeff Forbes' lights framed Johnson as her shifting weight 
propelled her through the dance. Johnson danced a trio 
with gigantic shadows cast to the side and behind hei:. 
Midway through the dance she smiled and clapped in a 
moment outside of the serenity of the piece. 

Johnson also perfbrmed Be be Miller's Rain, a visual 
delight with a large square of green grass at center stage 
and Johnson costumed in a brilliant red dress. The piece 
began with subtle shifts, pauses and looks before shifting 
into quick action. The movement •was strong and the 
music haunting. Johnson walked into a run around the 
grass before the dance slowly unwound with Johnson rest
ing on the grass. The emotive and dramatic gestures 
seemed to reference the modern dance of Graham that 
Rainer and the other postmodernists had r.ebelled 
against. , 

The concert finished with a repeat of Trio A by Johnson 
and Senter and the addition of Bill Boese, light board 
operator and Vietnam veteran . Wearing full military gear, 
Boese stood at attention center stage while Senter and 
Johnson moved effortlessly through the material. The pro
gram stated that this was Yvonne Rainer's latest deploy
ment of Trio A in response to the current military action 
in the Middle East. The audience could watch the per· 
formance as before, but. must do so while being reminded 
that not all is bucolic in the world. 

In a world where everything, including dance, can be 
packaged in a slick illusion of perfection, the postmod· 
ernist movement's approach is still relevant ~nd challeng
ing 40 years after it began. The postmodernists attempted 
to break down the highly refined art of dance and imbue 
it with a sense of reality. This can be seep in both pedes-. 
rrian-style movements or in simple acknowledgements of 
gravity. In Yvonne Rainer's Trio A one can see the roots of 
a common vocabulary of movement used today. By expos
ing current dance artists to this historically significant 
piece, Johnson and Senter illustrate their commitment to' 
the fm;~her s.xnthesis and d~veloprvenkpf qa11ce,. l , -~ 1 
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Elizabeth Ward Is a Portland-based Improviser,_ choreggra
pher, dancer and· bicycle mechanic. This summer she and col· 
laborators Margery Fairchild and Jef Brown will present their 
·second evening-length work. 
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IT'S MY IIAPPENINC 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE l 
Jfi~O~ ................. . 
Guys have finally found a use for us: the lloho creative 
community makes good bait. 

The big fish is the "young creative class," a demograph
ic group that can be defined to include anyone aged 18-34 
who makes their money creating new ideas, technology or 
content. Because cities and their economic health are 
increasingly centered on ideas and consumption rather 
than the old-fashioned concept of industrial productiop, 
those that lure and retain creatives will ostensibly 
become economically and culturally vital, while other 
towns languish in boring post-industrial squalor. The cre
atives will invent self-cleaning toothbrushes, make criti
c;ally acclaimed films, program death-defying software, 
start dozens of healthy businesses, and cure cancer. No 
wonder Portland politicians want their share of the goods. 

The broad definition of the creative class includ~s mar
ginally employed artists and Boho creatives, but don't let 
this fool you. In all likelihood, the City of Portland is des
perate to attract only a segment of the creative class: the 
wealth-creating members whom one might call, in an 
unkind mood,"the Creative. Yuppies. To keep the Cruppies 
hap-py, City officials and policy-shapers appear ready to 
bolster Portland's burgeoning arts scene and creativity
based economic sector. Independent-minded Bohos, estab
lished art institutions and underground collectives alike 
should take measures now to influence the inevitable evo
lution of our city. 

TRICKLING UP 

Creative communities don't need urban growth ana
lysts to explain what I call the Trickle-Up Theory. The 
existence .of small, fringe, super-weird creatives and their 
output (from art to music to crafts to events to excell~nt · 
parties) attracts the next layer up of DIY creatives and 
Boho loft-dwellers whose work is more slick, critically 
acknowledged and/or well-promoted. They in turn draw 
the economically feasible movers and shakers that the 
City wants to attract. Florida conducted intensive studies 
and found creative class people to be finicky, but drawn to 
diversity and tolerance. They wanted communities in 
which they could define themselves and create their own 
identities. Cruppies are looking for more than organic 
food and mountain-biking trails, and many don't care 
about the opera or ballet. 

According to my anecdotal evidence, collected by liv
ing among Bohos and Cruppies in various cities for the 
last fifteen years, creatives of all stripes want originality 
and genuine expression around them. They want a zine
makjng resource center, a cafe with experimental music 
or-an independent film collective. They want a smorgas
bord of interesting performances, galleries, boutiques and 
record labels. Such things come to Portland courtesy of 
various Bohos. · 

But Bohos shouldn't look at Cruppies as mere hangers-
on. "Trickle-Up" is the basic model, but the relationship ~ 

: between Boho~_and Cruppies is-actually complex and ' '• ... / ....-~ ~ 
~ ... 
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example). PAM is not only small, but, more problematic, 
its outreach to the local community is virtually nonexist
ent and its curators are deeply conservative (the recent 
Kienholz show excepted- and we'll have to wait and see 
how they do with their upcoming biennial). 

However, big-money institutions, astStadler illustrates 
by way of the experimental Kootenay School, are not 
required to create a vital art conversation. Cheap rent, 
good social services and people who are willing to rigor
ously challenge and to go beyond what they (and their 
culture) already know are often more crucial factors. 

Jack Spicer, the San Francisco poet (1925-1965), said 
that he knew his poetry was on the right track when it 
said "exactly the opposite" of what he wanted to say: 
"like if you want, to say something about your beloved's 
eyebrows and the poem says the eyes should fall out." 
Experimental art by nature is a challenge to the status 
quo; it is work that is willing to leave behind semantically 
overdetermined messages and work instead within 
semantic spaces that are foreign and resistant to estab
lished orders. It is work that challenges us to go beyond 
what we already know and, perhaps, to remake our rela
tioilship t~ knowledge altogether. It asks, why do we have 
to "understand" everything in-the first place? Where does 
that drive come from? Can we forge a different relatJon
ship to the "meaningfulness" of being in the world? Being 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 

and 'scones; but, at least for a little while, their best minds 
and social institutions are worth a premium for what they 
can accomplish in fields such as design, entertainment 
and technological development. In recent years, there
fore, city and state governments have prepared for the 
new economy with these prescriptions: strengthen educa
tion, especially science and math education; and create 
environments attractive to companies through tax incen
tives, up-to-date social and physical infrastructures, and a 
good quality of life for employees. 

But last year, this model was blind-sided by a new 
force: "creativity" and its appetites. of the source was 
regional development professor Richard Florida's The Rise 
of the Creative Class: And How It~ Transforming Work, 
Leisure,-Community, and Everyday Life, a book that pro
posed a whole new approl!ch to building a 21st-century 
economy. 

HOW TO· SEDUCE A CREATIVE · 

Florida looked at creativity as a problem of scarcity. 
Creative minds are so valuable, he argued, that compa
nies are increasingly willing follow them wherever they 
go (and mobile and finicky as they aFe, "creatives" move 
around at whim). Furthermore, creative visionaries and 
entrepreneurs, particularly those under 35 years old, 
don't just attract companies; they will generate the next 
generation of Nikes a:nd Microsofts and Arnazon.coms. · 
Therefore, his first piece of advice to cities was to stop 
courting big companies and start working to attract the 
creative workers themselves (the prime targets are the 
"supercrea.dve core" ofscientists, engineers, tech people, 
artists, entertainers, musicians, and the like; plus man
agers, lawyers, financial and healthcare professionals, and 

symbiotic. For one thing, many of us move between the 
different layers. An artist might become a hard-earning· 
Cruppie for a while, motivated by starting a family. 
Owners of a successful DIY-level gallery might close shop 
to resume their personal artistic pursuits . People often 
occupy both roles at once, moonlighting as artists and 
working as well-paid creative professionals. 

Furthermore, Cruppies spend money on everything 
from "risky" new artwork to gourmet vegetarian food. As 
the excitement of underground activity and the aura of 
authenticity trickle up, money trickles down, occasionally 
feeding those who create art, music and performance, 
along with gallery owners and show promoters. Local 
writer Michael McGregor explores the situation in the 
Winter issue of Metroscape, a publication of PSU's 
Institute of Portland Metropolitan Studies. He writes, "To 
sustain a vital arts community- one diverse and prosper
ous enough to attract international attention while both 
fostering and holding onto local talent- a city needs a 
large and active art-consuming public, one with the incli
nation and the money to support a variety of artists and 
arts organizations." This is whe~e the Cruppies come in, 
breezing into art galleries and venues after their 12-hour 
workdays at agencies and software companies, wads of 
cash dripping from their pockets into the waiting hands 
of installation artists and performance poets. 

Despite the symbiosis that exists between Boho artists 
and their creative class benefactors, a delicate balance 
must be maintained between the two groups'"interests or 
the whole souffle collapses. Portland presently has a 
wealth of Boho creators and a dearth of substantial 
patronage. That doesn't stop us from creating art and pro
ducing show~, but some of us yearn for the financial sup
port that would allow us to do more and do it better. If we 
court the Cruppies too recklessly, however, we could end 
up being pushed out of our own city by high rents. 

Artists are typically part of a second wave of gentrifi
cation (after punks). As wealthier households follow their 
lead, rents go up and Bohos lose their foothold. They can't 
afford to stay underemployed but highly creative, so most 
either scramble for their own yuppie jobs and start put
ting in 60-hour work week~, or they spl{t town and estab
lish the next creative mecca in a friendlier habitat. 
Increasing competition and high rents also make' it diffi
cult for artists to find venu~s for the same galleries, 
designer collective shops, music shows and multimedia 
events that are part of a town's appeal to the creative 
class. The end result is a dull city full of the vaunted, 
wealth-generating creative class, many of whom will 
migrate to the next hipster spot at the drop of a hat. San 
Francisco followed this arc in the 1990s. Now many of 
those Cruppies are ,broke, and a lot of them are reading 
this, having moved to Pottland to chase the creative 
dream. 

REMEMBER THE ARTISTS 

dearly, it would not be in the City's best interests to 
promote the creative class at the expense of the actual 
artists. To keep the whole cultural ecosystem in balance, 
the City should offer artists resources such as micro
loans, gra.nts an.d rent stJibilization, which could be _dpne 
with ex!sting ,Gityitesourees and a minimal .financiaL ·;v'lt 
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with'the worid? Listening rather than explaining? 
Experimental work thrives in contingent sociohistori

cal ·moments and spaces~ in other words, outside institu
tional structures, be those psychological or physical. 

One way to create a. rigorous experimental art conver
sation in Portland is to create art spaces, from physical 
art spaces to conversations between individuals to maga
zines. For example, The Organ , even after only a few 
issues, is an ·"art space" that has made an impact on the 
integrity of the conversation about contemporary art in 
Portland. Unfortunately, art criticism here tends toward 
the ill-informed musings of so-called art critics like 
Willamette Week's Richard Speer, who generally responds 
to (even mildly) challenging work in the mode of the out
raged public at the Armory show of 1912 (see his reviews 
of Ed and Nancy Kienholz, Amos Latteier and Andy 
Goldsworthy). 

The new independent art spaces and groups that have 
been popping up are promising: The New Space, Holy 
Goats, Neon, Zeitgeist, Field, Pacific Switchboard, Water 
Street Project, Ye Dirty Olde Lab Shoppe, La Palabra 
Cafe-Press and the charm bracelet. Four Wall Cinema 
Collective's programming is absolutely excellent, both in 
terms of the quality of its experimental film screenings 
and its commitment to bringing visiting artists into inti
mate contact with audiences. The recent collaboration 
between start-up gallery S_oundvision and poetry presen
ters Spare Room brought us the International Sound 
Poetry Festival and its Sound Poet PHONETICATHON, 
which was one of the most engaging art · events this year. 
What is so interesting about these independent events 
and art spaces Is that they are all run on a shoestring 
budget, primarily funded by the artists arid curators 

others who '' use their ideas an·d knowledge and creativity 
in their work." Florida didn't include people who use 
their creativity in service or manufacturing industries, 
presumably because these industries aren't expected to 
produce good jobs in the future .) 

The problem for cities, then, becomes how to compete 
for the "creative class." Competition is the key word, 
because cities that don't shape up quickly will lose to 
other suitors. But what assets should they proffer? Good 
jobs, schools, and safety on the. streets? In fact, no. What 
~reatives actually want out of a city is a stimulating 
lifestyle, an almost ineffable urban ambience that 
includes art, music, clubs, qu·aint historic districts, out
door recreation, ethnic divers'ity an·d a good gay nightlife. 
In other words, if Florida is right, the Tonic Lounge, PICA 
and Embers may have a greater detel1llining effect on 
Portland's economy than our schools and mass transit. 

Before Florida's book even hit the shelves, writer 
Christopher Dreher reported on Salon. com last June that 
it was "attracting the kind of attention usually garnered 
by salacious fiction or celebrity tell-alls." Since then, 
_Florida's speaking fees have t>isen from $5,000 to $25,000, 
and "he still hasn't hit his peak," notes Ethan Seltzer, 
head of Portland State University's Institute for 
Metropolitan Studies. City leaders have scrambled to look 
up their scores on Florida's " bohemian index" and "gay 
index" (gays are the "canaries" of the creative economy, 
says Florida), hearing the message that the best thing 
they could do to make their economies bounce was to 
make their streets hip. This must have sounded like an 

. angel's trumpet to Katz, for although Portland's economy 
is failing and its school systems crumbling, its bohemian 
index remains solid, and it continues to magically attract 
the golden demographic, 25 to 34-year-olds, that Florida 
contends is a ·critical measure of creative we)l-being. If 
Portland can capitalize on, these remaining assets, per-
haps it has a chance. . 

The message hasn't gone unheeded. Seltzer's depart
ment is (as I write) organizing a panel discussion titled 
"The Young and the Restless" to examine the young cre
ative class and its impact on the city, and a similar event 

investment. Larger policy qecisions should keep the-Boho 
artists in mind . Districts such a·s the Central Eastside 
could be specially zoned .to respond to the inevi_table 
developers' interest in ge~trification while keeping ~ 1 '' 

themselves. 
Independent art spaces can do more than present art 

- they can also serve as facilities for art education and 
research. If you are considering enrolling in school, think 
about this: why not take the money you'd put into school 
($10,000-$45,000+ per year) and rent your own space 
($200-$1,000 per month)? Did you know that adjunct 
(part-time) professors are paid only about $2,500 per 
class, even with a Ph.D. or M.F.A.? That's about the . 
amount it costs to take a class at PNCA. Why not hire your 
own professor and offer your own art or theory classes at 
your own "school" instead of paying a middleman? 

Or try this model response to the need for engaged art 
historical dialogue: Greta Marchesi's Early 20th-Century 
Art Movements Symposium, which was held at Pacific 
Switchboard in fall 2002. The symposium - made up of 

. artists and people interested in art- met weekly to talk 
about Futurism, Constructivism, Bauhaus, the ' 
Objectivists, Cobra, Dada, Negritude, Expressionism and 
Cubism in a contingent, self-directed and self-determined 
educational space. The participants began with a certain 
anxiety a t not having an "expert" to lead the group, but 
they quickly developed an interactive discussion and per
formance-based pedagogical model. They performed 
impromptu Dada plays, read manifestos and· cooked dish
es from The Futurist Cookbook as they studied the move
ments' documents and critical discourse. According to 
Marchesi, a study of experimental art demands an inter
active model because "avant-garde movements are not 
just about making work; they are about making a life, and 
studying these past radical cultural experiments is actual
ly to see the present more clearly. Our "discussion of 
Bauhaus led to discussions of Target and Ikea, democracy 

was held recently at the Portland Development 
Commission. And then there's the Cultural Economy 
Initiative, established by Katz to venture deep into the 
waters of Portland's creative culture and hopefully snatch 
up some pearls. 

The Initiative differs from earlier City-sponsor~d pro
grams to stimulate so-called "creative" industries. The 
City targeted the "creative cluster" for development sev
eral years ago, defining the sector broadly to include 
industries such as healthcare and semiconductors 
(Willi~ms worked for' the City on this effort). The Creative 
Services Alliance was formed as one prong of attack, a 
continuing effort to vivify a narrow subset of advertising, 
graphic design, public relations and related industries by 
aid,ing with workforce development; marketing and office 
space. In contrast, the Initiative has taken the "cultural" 
sector as its focus, which it defines as including creative 
services as well as arts and crafts, design, fine arts, per
forming arts, and. what the Initiative is calling "Uniquely 
Portland," which ranges from the Slow Food Movem.ent to 
Adidas. More important, it's taking a decidedly different 
approach to its program, fully informed by F~orida's writ
ings, by focusing on sussing out the needs of individual 
"creatives" and figuring out how Portland can fill them. 
"We're trying to look at what is unique about Portland," 
says Williams. "What is the DNA of Portland, and how can 
this be used as an asset to attract people?'~ 

To this end, Williams has spent the inaugural months 
of l)er job getting to know seemingly every young artist, 
fashion designer, dancer and pastry chef in the city, along 
with students, edu·cators and the principals of established 
design and .advertising firms. Approaching them with her 
faded New York accent, grandmotherly blitheness, and 
youthfully hip outfits, she's asked, "Why are you here and 
what can we do to keep you here?" For the 20 or so boho 
artists and young design entrepreneurs at a recent Rant 
and Rave session that I attended, they ranged from allow
ing posters on telephone poles to offering more incentives 
for sustainable building, improving community-based
learning at PSU, creating cooperative retail space for 
crafts people, lowering taxes on small businesses, devel-

fllustration by Corey Lunn 

artists from being priced out. The City could actively pro
mote an effort to match up artists and collectives with 
currently unoccupied real estate. A special designation 
could be set up '{o.,r. l~f.<;il cre~t:,ive busi,nes$t;s of ering 

and design, and our rdles as artists and consumers." 
Another a:i-t "space" based on an academic model that 

is intellectual but fairly nonacademic is The-Lecture 
Series. Over the past year, it has offered lectures by local 
and visiting artists on subjects ranging from taxidermy to 

. Twin Peaks to modeling theory. Especially interesting is 
the way the series skews the boundary between the work 
of art and art discourse, highlighting the performativity 
of the lecture format.and critical voice. 

Arts funding, art spaces, art events - all of these are 
important, but you don't need to wait to start creating 
your own experimental art scene. Spring in the wild and 
lush Pacific North,west is an experime_ntal arts laboratory. 
Just taking a walk is an immersion course in contingency, 
openness and irreducibility. So walk slower and look, lis
ten, feel more carefully. A rigorous attention to, explo
ration of and experimentation with what is right in front 
of us is perhaps the most radical resistance to the status 
quo. The very act of seeing the world (what seems the 
most unartistic act) is one of the most complex and elabo
rate artistic creations any human being will ever make 
and which every one of us does indeed make every day. 
Attending to how we ~·see" or engage the world and · 
exploring how we might "see" or engage differently is at 
the heart of any experimental project. Perhaps the most 
essential art space is also the most available. 

Alicia Cohen is a writer, teacher, artist an_d founding mem· 
ber of Pacific Switchboard art space. Her book of poems, 
bEAR, was published by Handwritten Press. 

'. 

oping public awareness of experimental art and a cultur
ally literate populace, and persuading the Portland Art 
Museum to open for free one evening per week. In the 
quest to keep Portland culturally re~evant, it seems that 
Williams' biggest challenge will be setting priorities. 

What will those be? And, apropos the The Organ's read- . 
ersltip, will the needs of artists stay on the agenda? 
· Still only a few months out of the gate, the Initiative's 

track record is still slim- consisting of organizing two 
First Thursday openings to showcase work by design stu· 
dents at area colleges; presenting an entrepreneurial 
training class for "creatives"; handing out some.profes
sional development grants to entrepreneurs (including 
$2,500 for Stella Farin'a's Fashion Incubator); and plan
ning the first of what's to be an annual Design Festival to 
"highlight the caliber of design in Portland" this 
September (with a Festival committee made of high-pro
file design entrepreneurs including Sohrab Vossoughi of 
Ziba Design and Alicia Johnson of Johnson & Wolverton) . 
None of these efforts has directly impacted fine artists. 
But this is slated to change, perhaps dramatically. At the 
lesser end of. the sc;ale, the Initiative's professional devel
opment grants could go to artists to help them "move up 
what they consider their ladder," in Williams' words. 
"This could mean a musician who needs a new guitar. This 
could mean an artist who needs three months free rent." 
Money for classes, assistance in organizing apprentice' 
ships, and "venture capital" for arts-oriented businesses 
and non profits are other services that artists can poten
tially access. 

But Willia~s also has high hopes of going much fur
ther: she's s tarted talking about making group health 
insurance options available for artists and creative profes
sionals, as well as opening up doors for the development 
of affordable live-work space for artists. The update she's 
just submitted to the Mayor.includes both items as pro
gram objectives and makes the foUowing recommenda
tions on affordable space: research available city-owned 
property to be used as artist space; develop potential zon
ing language to expand artist studio and live/work spaces 
into industrial areas; and convene a task force to prevent 
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them. a Fast Track through all permit processes, not only 
helping artists and craftspeople who want to start their 
own businesses and collectives, but ensuring that there 
are plenty of small galleries, cafes, shops and perform
ance venues to show the Bohos' work. In general, the City 
could mount a ca.mpaign to actively· promote its own citi
zens and their independently owned, nonfranchise micro
businesses, instead of hoping that an outside corporation 
will alight on our blighted economy like some Deus ex 
mach ira and save us alL , 

Once these programs are in place, outreach will be 
needed. In my own conversations with Mayor Katz and 
others at the City level, I've found that policy-makers are 
so steeped in local politics and policies that they don't 
realize how little the average person knows, myself 
included. ;Most of my friends who would qualify for this 
god,fy "Boho" tag don't read The Oregonian or know how to 
navigate intricate red tape. My friend George made a 
great, simple suggestion: a hotline, with ads placed in uni
versally accessible places like TriMet buses and bill
boards. On a slightly more ambitious level, an office dr 
bookmobile-style resource center could educate artists 
about loans, grants and other programs. Special attention 
could be paid to accessibility and diversity, so that our 
city doesn 't solely promote its white, educated, Internet
using, English-speaking, nondisabled artists. 
,(Incidentally, Portland's whiten,ess and appearance of seg
regation is, according to the experts, a big turnoff to the 
creative class.) 

DO IT YOURSELF TOGETHER 

As Portland confronts the problems and opportunities 
of Creative Trickle-Up, many artists look the other way. 
Some define themselves by their Otherness and inten
tionally alienate themselves from other creative groups, 
the aboveground community and anything that stinks of 
government. Others, havirig established themselves on the 
independent scene, want the city to stay exactly as it is. 
But even if the City h~dn't suddenly noticed its under
ground Boho population, change would be inevitable. 
Portland would still be full of new voices, new a:rtists, new 
media and new collectives, who create change and 
reroute the flows of cultural and monetary capital simply 
by working to realize their artistic and cultural visions. 
They're doing it now. Change is already here. 

What can the arts community do about it? We can start 
by facing reality and acknowledging that we're part of 
this city and its political environme~t. Then we can take 
advantage of this slender window in time, this strange 
moment in which policy-makers and influencers actually 
want to hear from us and make efforts to keep us here. 
What can the City 'do to help you? Write letters to the edi
tors of local papers. Call the Mayor's office. Flood the 
PDC with your opinions. Debate the issues with artists 
and creatives, whether at events or in online forums (such 
as the POX-Salon and DIY Artists mailing lists). 

Working together may be the only way to preserve 
what we love about Portland while influencing its 
inevitable evolution. That may fly in the face of many do
it-yourself principles, but sharing resources is especially 
important for those of us involved in mounting large 
events' :hja:..cbmpli~at'ed shows·. Ifseven splintered arts 
gro'b.'fJN,o oMI?fitertaWtr:P~<NeHH!il a kick-ass 'pl'flli foi: '' ''' 
sharink 'sorhe big warehouse 'ih ti:Ie'-Central Ea~t'side,6r ';_, 
starting a creatively based 'e-commerce 'collective, the 
City would pay attention. They might even .pony up some 
lo.ans or help obtain space. 

But we have to bury our assorted competitive axes and 
get off our lazy butts right now. Politicians are like mag
pies, and the City will have moved on to something 
shinier in six months. We have an astonishing, beautiful 
mix of creative people in Portland at the moment, repre
senting all manner of genre, aesthetic, musical taste, 
political bent, intellectual tendency and social group. 
Sometimes this results in pointless snobbery, backstab
bing and fragmentation between groups. It's time to crawl 
out of our comfy little cliques and break our usual pat- . 
terns of artistic creation, enjoyment and critique. Even if 
we fail to influence City policy and Portland's inevitable 
evolution, we'll still reap the rewards of cultural cross-pol
iination, artistic open-mindedness and a more fluid, 
robust creative C!Jmmunity. 

.Tiffany Lee Brown Is the editor of 2j;Q.org and the former 
editor of Anodyne magazine and Signum Press. She con
tributes to Bookforum, Bust, Wlllamette Week and other 
magazines, as well as writing short fiction for various books 
and journals. She lives In Portland, where she plays with. the 
band Brainwarmer. · 

artist displacement due to gentrification or rezonmg of 
industrial areas. On this last issue, she's miles ahead of 
the curve in City officialdom. For example, it's nowhere on 
the radar screen of Denise McGriff; she said her work 
defining future uses of the Central Eastside urban renew
al district for the PDC had not included discussion of the 
artists who currently use the mostly industrial zone as a 
live/work haven (although that has likely since changed, 
as she was schedtiled to meet with Williams the following 
week). 

The final arbiter of these grand plans will be money, of 
which the Initiative has little (its first year budget is a 
mere $100,000 that will mostly be spent on staffing). Most 
likely, items of such indirect consequence as artist hous
ing and health care will fall off the list as financial priori
ties get set. But even if that's the result, the Cultural 
Economy Initiative could be a step in the right direction 
for artists. Not because artists need help with business 
plans, or because the hoped-for influx of c~eative _profes
sionals will support them (even Florida admits tha·t IT 
professionals don't necessarily visit galleries or buy tick
ets to avant-garde music performances; they just like to 
know they're there). Rather, because it could force open 
dialogues about what a city is and what it does. well. If 
artists help plant the seed that a city is more than a place 
that "Works," or even a place that "Lives, Works, and 
Plays"- that it is, indeed, a collective cultural experi
ment catalyzed by creative risk -"then maybe we can 
start to move beyond an understanding of art as a token 
of hipness. Maybe artists can follow the lead of creative 
companies like Nike an(! Weiden + Kennedy and teach 
society that art, just like fashion and advertising, can 
change the world. 

Came/a Raymond. is the editor of The Organ. 
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sprouting up. There's been a spike in the number of pea· 
pie living here who' have made or will make a major cul· 
tural contribution with their art. We're reaching a critical 
mass. 

The way I see it, Greenwich Village will never again be 
as exciting as it was just after World War IT. It will always 
be cool, but some grizzled poet will surely remind you ' of 
NewYorl<'s heyday (and deride you for missing out on the 
'70s as well). The htte '60s will forever be the time to have 
lived and loved in the Bay Area. Even smaller cities like 
Austin and Olympia have had their time in the spotlight: I 
predict people will one day talk about generation DIY, 
the early 2000s, and Portland in the same breath. 

I can understand why some longtime resident artists 
worry about too much self-referential dialogue, not to 
m.,ntion the effects of the Mayor's focus groups on artists 
(the city has. been made aware of its glut of creative types 
and is scrambling to figure out what to do about it). The 
fear is that smug self-awareness, governrilent interfer
ence, and yes, even success, will make Portland ~ boring, 
more expensive place to make art. If Portland graduates 
from the underground ranks of Providence and Baltimore 
to the mid-major corporate level of Boston and D.C., those 
of us invested in the artistic comqmnity might feel vali
dated that our scene has transcended state lines, but we'll 
also have turned Portland into Seattle. We'll lose our cut' 
ting edge. 

I do applaud any efforts being made to make this a 
better place for artists. The only way to retain the migra
tory creative class Portland currently boasts in such high 
numbers is to find sustainable ways to keep people here. 
Maybe the Mayor's office will figure out a way to help. 
But I worry that at some point we'll lose our innocence. If 
Portland becomes a place where hipsters move to be- dis· 
covered rather than to hone their talents without market
place interference, if dot.commers move here so some of 
_that DIY cool will rub off on them, it's all over. 

To my mind, art critic David Hickey's PICA lecture last 
fall about "making art in the' provinces" kick-started this 
general discussion among local curators and tastemakers. 
Although I wasn't there, everyone I talked with was quick 
to note his suggestion that nobody cares what happens in 
little cities. But a lot of people also understood that this is 
what makes living in a city like Portland so great -true 
artistic freedom. In New York, an A&R rep might hear 
your rock band's third show and sign you to Sony. Mary 
Boone might attend your undergraduate thesis exhibition 
and offer you a space on her roster. How can that not 
influence the work being created toward conformity with 
prevailing styles? , 

A lack of 'Opportunity speaks to the character of what's 
going on here. I think the work being created in town 
tends to be unpolished and honest, getting made because 
it has to be made. Artists know when to take themselves 
seriously and when to have a laugh; they seem happy. 
Wo.ri<;i!'g f' 5flupl~ of jobs ;is, t)le no;m1 H!!~lth C'}fl:' i,s, 1 _. 
scarc,e, tm.~Ls!l is e<_>r~en,tiR\\~..OHcFWWJECt,\~IPR"Th,i,s1 I!l~n~" 
chq!Jg_!f, 1W8~th.er Hic)<:e;yl~ Ject);U'e ,was. a c~ll _to1arms ~r ,1 

simply good timing, the y~_a.r follo_":jpg !Jis .talk q_aa'sts the 
premiere of a half-dozert major. shows showcasing 
Portland art and the inception of a couple of nonprofits 
( orgahizati'ons like the Portland Center for the 
Advancement of Culture and the Fashion Incubator) 
whose stated goals are to export Portland art worldwid~. 
Some of it is bound to stick.'Will success go our heads? 
Will grant money, jobs and niltional press make us hungri
er, or will they allow us to rest on our laurels? I don't 
know. 

When I first moved here, fellow East Coast transplants 
joked that ;portland was like a spa that you relaxed in for 
a few years between college and grad school - play in a 
band, show some paintings in a cafe, you know, chill ·out 
before it's time to get serious again. That always pissed 
me off. I felt they were selling this place short. I didn't 
want to h<).ng out in ~ spa or go to graduate school- I 
wanted to dig my heels in, get, to. work, and be more than 
a passing tourist. 

I think the fundamental change in the seven years I've 
beel'l here is that nobody makes that joke anymore. For 
the time being, people are taking chances, having fun and 
creating an inspiring scene. Artists are free to do what 
they want, not what they think will be successful. I hope 
it lasts. Fifty years from now, people are going to yearn for 
the good times happening in Portland right now; let's 
enjoy them. 

Andrew Dickson's latest alter ego Is Bradlee Simmons, a 
recent Bay Area transplant victimized by geographic preju
dice. He Is extremely troubled by anti-California "It's the 
Ch~rese" billboards. 

SATIRE 
by Parker Burnml/1 

On an unusually cold August, evening, far from the 
candescent light of the urban landscape, three men 
sat around a campfire. Blessed by the promise of 
warmth from their flickering jewel, ,a dialogue 
began-among them. At first they spoke of dreams. 
Then they spoke of love. After a brief silence, the 
conversation turned to politics. For a moment, the 
men argued sports. As hard as they tried, no con
versation could provide an ounce of comfort. Allat 
once, the gentlemen agreed 'that the summer night 
was opposingly frigid. 

"Kentucky .. . " 

Amber-washed faces looked long into the fading 
embers. ' 

"Oregon ... " 

Nqthing was new. The embers continued to fade. 

"Art . . . " 

It was really cold. 

Having expired all the possible topics of construc
tive conversation, the three men were left to their 
own devices. · 

A bottle of bourbon was produced from the pack 
carried by the man from Kentucky. He peeled off 
the lid with his teeth, spat the cork into the fire, 
and guzzled half of the brown liquid. The bottle was 
sent rocketing into the sky. A shot rang out: 
"Bang!" The three were showered with glass and 
101 proof whiskey. Wide-eyed and short of brrath, 
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the rest of civilization. 

Next, learn to differentiate yourself. Figure out your 
role in the game by becoming familiar with all develop- · 
ments on the field on which you wish to play. Be a com· 
petitor, yet generous to fellow artists with similar tastes, 
following the example of such ambitious artists as 
Damien Hirst and Kandinsky. Also, pick your friends wise, 
ly (you don't have time to be a therapist) and let them 
help you develop your. strengths in context of one another. 

Forget styles and genres; be relentless and lucid, fol
lowing the lead of artists from Nicolo Paganini to Paul 
Klee to Martha Graham and from Yves St. Laurent to 
Charles Baudelaire and Zaha Hadid. (Don't know those 
names? Look them up!) People forget tha,t although Van 
Gogh was mad, he was lucid when he painted, How lucid 
are you? 

Next, demonstrate sustained achievement. If Matisse · 
had given up painting to become a pastry chef after the 
Divisionist period, his work would not be taken so serious
ly toqay. Sure, it can be hard to keep your spirits up, 
because artists who show their work are constantly being 
judged, often by critics with less than adequate informa
ltion. In spite of this, the better artists turn everything 
into an opportunity. How committed are you? Are you 
tough enough to back up your decisions? Waffling won't 
get you represented by Matthew Marks. How do you prove 
yourself? Do you hide behind a group? 

For those without a show at the Dia Center yet: How is 
your -pitch, your hustle and your follow-through on oppor· 
tunities? How hungry are you? Success doesn't come from 
the art alone, and it never has. It comes from being tough 
enough to make strong art despite the daily distractions. 
(Are you just another happy, sated aesthete, content to be 

· contented and busy in the studio?) Simply put, the best 
artists cannot be waylaid by excuses, but instead seek-to 
cover all the angles, intellectually, aesthetically and 
socially. 

Are you serious? Seriousness means being familiar 
enough with the minutiae of the business to know what 
I'm talking about. For example, are you familiar with the 
quirks of shipping, publications and fhe personalities of 
dealers and collectors? These details are key because 
"seriousness" is a projected conceit that others pick up 
on. When backed up by hard work, familiarity allo'Ys you 
insight into the daily reality of museums, galleries and 

>' 

fllustration by Corey Lunn 

the Oregon man and the Artist questioned their 
.comrade's behavior. 

"That was half a bottle of perfectly good bourbon. 
Why in hell did you waste it?" inquired the Artist. 

"Yeah ... that didn't make much sense," said the 

critical revie.ws, all of which need a fresh outlook at key 
times to remain valid. · 

This is where historic engagement comes in. Your clar
ity about where you fit in brings the always nebulous 
present into more focus for galleries, museums and crit· 
ics. It is always up to the artist. A strategic, informed 
position and statement set the context in which your 
work will be seen. With this tin badge and your ammuni
tion checked, go ahead and draw: You'll dance through 
the aesthetic crossfire with unapologetic, polarizing 
panache. 

Here's a seriousness breathalyzer calibrated for all 
Pacific NorthV{est artists: What is your take on the void, 
Surface Support and Art Informel? Answers should at 
least be fast and witty, 'if original thought eludes you. 
Caveat: if fast and witty ate good enough for you and 
originality bores you, don't talk to me, poseur! 

At a certain point, each serious artist owns up to his or 
her responsibility alone, like a gunslinger walking with 
spurs a-jangling. But, like pistol duels, those lone walks 
should be short, well-timed and deftly executed. Forget 
the myth of the lone artist; it has never been true. 
Humans are social beings. Degas said he created for a 
small circle of friends. Challenge your peers to discuss 
the thorny parts of existence and aesthetics with you. 
Groups like the Caracci School, Die Briicke, The Factory, 
the Marfa minimalists and The Ten are all fine examples 
from the past. Recently, the YBAs, Super Flat (Factory) 
and The Royal Art Lodge have formed similar communi
ties. Most of these groups started up in art backwaters 
(the art world has a fetish f9r quirky, exotic and unex· 
peered locales) and turned their internal dialogue into 
important art historical phenomena. In essence, one 
needs to redefine the game, and it helps to try out new 
rules in a team setting before asking the rest of the world 
to play. 

Critics, dealers and curators are all secondary players, 
observers in the courtroom. But artists, you are on trial, 
and you're representing yourself. As you build your case, 
your evidence has to back up 'the testimony. Of course, in 
this age of endless familiarity ani! acceptance, the trick 
is finding a good fight to pick and the right strategy for 
winning it. At that point of precarious engagement just 
before the .shootout, you set the expectations for the pres
entation, and everyone watches what unfolds. Are you 
going to be standing when the smoke clears? 

, Jeff Jahn Is a critic for Modern Painters (london) and art 
editor for nwdrlzzle.com. His current curatorial project Is 
Best Coast, an exhibition of emerging and established West 
Coast artists that wlll open May .19 In Portland. 
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of literary myth is a city qf cirrhosis, a future assisted sui-
cide's chqsen backwater. · ' '.J~ _ _ .J'{ .J .·.J.., 

n. 

During the mid-'70s there wasn't much to the city's cul
tura1life. The War was over. You could hear an org~n 
recital at a chapeL You could see Jesse Colin Young and 
Kenny Rankin at the old Paramount Northwest Theater. 
,You could drive to Salem to see Blue Oyster Cult and 
REO Speedwago~ at the Armory Auditorium. You could 
stay home to watch an episode of Mannix, or Kung Fu, or 
The Merv Griffin Show, with guests Phyllis Diller and Fred 
Travalena. 

Iir. 

Notliing happens here. 

IV. 

Popular myth hammers into shifting ground the "low
high" ladders of "scene~" arid cultural economies, with 
specific scene fashion emblems climbing and descending. 
The symbolism of the imaginary Northwest is no excep· 
tion. Sub Pop's Bruce Pavitt (who told journalists he grad· 
uated from Evergreen with a degree in "punk rock") 
stood aside while the much ballyhooed metal-punk-pop 
hybrid of the early '90s 'he distributed was labeled 
"grunge." Ye\1-rs later, Marc Jacobs' 1993 Spring-Summer 
women's collection for Perry Ellis, not itself officially pre
sented 'as "grunge," was so labeled by fashion commenta· 
tors. The early K Records, in both the music of Beat 
Happening and 'the graphic art or' its International Pop 
Underground 7" sleeves, mined an aesthetic of Scorpio 

nlustration by Scamper Franklin 

Oregon man. The three men were obviously cold 
and could have used the spirits to help them 
through the night. "Besides, you could have recy· 
cled the bottle." 

"Well, guys," answered the man from-~entllcky, "I 
guess I got a little homesick. And where I'm from,, 

!: 

menace disguised as chaste sock puppetry .(qerisiv~ly 

referred to as "twee"), easily assimilable to the childhood 
imagery of artworks of Japanese youth culture. I once saw 
a Senegalese woman in a t-shirt with a Kill Rock Stars 
iron·on, looking at a Seurat in the Musee d'Orsay. 

v. 

As Portland attempts to boost its levels of innovative 
human -capital during another receding economic tide, 
some unanswerable questions about the recent past of the 
entire Pacific Northwest arise (although who can say that 
Portland owes anything to Seattle or that Seattle has left 
some kind of legacy to Portland): Did the unauthorized 
disclosures of David Geffen or Nick Broomfield or SPIN 
magazine create THE SCENE? Is it possible that a noir 
fantasy (something like the fantasy blamed for the rapid 
development of Southern California in the 1920s and 
thereafter) established the initial pop moment and repu-

. tation of urbanized Cascadia, the alleged "silicon forest" 
of the 1990s? Was automotive bac~fire mistaken for a _ 
shotgun blast? 

VI. 

Indie culture, and the countercultural rhetoric of its 
fanzines and promotions, implied independence from cap
italist systems of production distribution and consump
tion. Yet, in die distributors occasionally functioned as 
profit-making enterprises, blurring the line between high 
and low finance. Think Southern California's Big Eight in 
the silent film era, but on a smaller scale and minus the 
big money and ambitions.of vertical integration. 

VII. 

But it can also be argued that organic local art operat
ing on its own economic principles has sustained local 
culture for over a decade, such that terms like "independ
ent," when applied to the culture of the Northwest, begin 
to look like regional shibboleths guarding shared aesthet
ics, ideology-labels serving as oppositional framing 
devices with, often, little relationship to the objects 
framed. 

VIII. 

What is it about the West Coast that causes so many 
hedonists to confuse art with lifestyle? Look at Robert 
Arneson's California artist; bald, bearded, arms folded, 
tanned, cigarette· butts at his feet, looking at one of his 
own bronze self-portraits through ... sunglasses. 

IX. 

Aside from the information gathered by the search 
engines and the centralized memory archives we consult 
for entertainment, the Googles and Behind the Musics, so 
much seems to disappear into private attics or garbage 
trucks (or their digital equivalents) right after the 
moment of dissemination. It ~s commonplace to say that 
unencumbered ~nd isolated individuals are empowered to 
invent sha~ed memories and cultural histories· through 
new technological ,functions undoing and redoing scene 
memory store and recall operations, fueling popular nar
ratives. But those of us who struggle in our psychological 
transience to maintain some contact with the tangible 
world must choose geographical over virtual communities. 
To live and work somewhere, to come from someplace, 
may require a kind of spatial commitment to memory, like 
a walk around the city, a preference for urban environ
ments over urban planning metaphors. 

X. 

Many of us live out a fragile Swedish Saturday morning 
cartoon, all mushroom gardens and giant household pets. 
But if we live like Smurfs, how do we fill the gaps 
between each 90-minute episode? Some not-so-innocent 
conversation may do the .trick, bringing together a crisis 
response team of community gatekeepers to write new 
arts agendas, encouraging our emerging pedophilopolis 
and its surrounding countryside to restrict its access to 
such 1ethal means of self-harm as over-the-counter cold 
medication, rohypnol, methadone, Newports, Old Crow 
whiskey, RC Cola, Smith and Wessons, and bridges over 
Superfund sites. Perhaps then weak social cohesion will 
be replaced by spirited, friendly, enthusiastic dialogue
a thing of potential •greatness. What are we doing? 
Security Council diplomats call it straightening out ques-
tion marks! ' 

Bryan O'Keefe Is a writer based In Portland. 

we've got rivers of bourbon. So, to put it one way, it 
don't mean much to me wastin' a bullet on a bot
tle." Besides, he had the good fortune of having the 
bourbon in his stomach, and everything was begin
ning to make sense to him. 

The Oregon man shuddered. The man from 
Kentucky burped. Tears began to well up in the 
eyes of the Artist, His face became long and his 
posture began to slump. The shadows cast by the 
fading fire stretched his features into grotesque 
pockets and ridges. He hadn't l;lad a good meal in 
ages, and he longed for a drink. The situation was 
beginning to overwhelm his mind. Hallucinations 
of crows peering from the darkness needled into 
his mind. A gypsy popped 'out from behind the 
glowing embers and whispered agonizing melodies. 

"You bastard!!" the Artist screamed, "Did you have 
to go and have the whiskey to yourself? Don't you ' 
know that sharing is an act of valor? Have you any 
kindness in your heart?" The Artist kicked at the 
dirt and ran a loop around the fire. Shadows cast 
tall phantoms on the surrounding trees. 

I 
The man from Kentucky smirked, trying to contain 
his laughter. Th.e man from Oregon didn't have half 
the moral aptitude and doub1ed over, bursting with 
tears of laughter, screaming in delight. 

"And you!" continued the prosecuting Artist, 
addressing the man from Oregon. "You're no bet
ter! You just sit there and do nothing." 

"Because he had a gun," replied the tickled man 
from Oregon. 

"BLAH, HAH!" the man from Kentucky, tormented 
by humor, chimed in. 

"Asshol
1
es, the both of you!" The Artist sank into his 
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seat, putting his chin on his knees. He wiped the 
tears from his cheek and stared deep into the fiery 
coals, perhaps looking for some sort of inspiration. 
At last it came to him. He sprang up and began to 
rummage through his pack. From it he produced a 
menagerie of flyers for gallery openings, stickers, 
zines, weekly pulp from the corner box,: two glossy 
European design magazines, and a library book. All 
of these he promptly threw into the fire , The flames 
shot toward the sky. The Artist drew near the fire, 
exposing his bare flesh to the flickering flames. He 
danced, much in the same 'fashion_ as his tantrum, 
singing "I am PROMETHEUS among us!" 

Before long, the flames vanished and the cold 
returned. This time, the bite was unbearable .. The 
Artist sat again in total dejection. He realized the 
waste of his actions. Balled up in a fetal position, 
he mumbled silently to 4imself, "It's o~ay, I can 
replace i t all. There is plenty of junk to read where 
I'm from." 

The Oregon man couldn't help but overhear the 
repetitious mumbling. "Yeah, but why did you );lave 
to go and burn it all? You could liave recycled it." 
His jeers were meant to impress the man frorp. 
Kentucky, but they fell on deaf ears; the man from 
Kentucky had passed out in the silenc·e. 

All alone in the night with the embers on their last 
leg, the man from Oregon searched long into his 
souL Frostbite had begun to set into the toes of i:he 
three men; things were getting desperate. The 
Oregon man dug deep into his pack and revealed a 
six·pack of Henry's Ale. He, cracked the cap of his 
bottle with his teeth, spat it into the fire, and sank 
the whole contents into his stomach in one pull. He 
placed the empty bottle back into the cardboard 
box, stood up, and shot the Artist. 

"What the hell did you do that for?" screamed the 
man from Kentucky, waking up. 

·"Because where I'm from, we've got way too many 
Artists," admitted the man from Oregon, "Besides, 
I'm sure he's got a copy of The Organ in his pack 
that we can throw on the fire!" 

Parker Burnmlll is an agent provocateur. 
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Rudolph's War~iors 
by Penny Broadway 

Along the Milwaukie Road, one of the many· Northwest 
railroad lines Glenn Rudolph has photographed 
over the last three decades, in a park surrounded 
by tilt-up warehouses, every Saturday great bat
tles are waged between armies of soldiers in 
heavy makeup, their weapons wrapped in duct 
tape. As recently as 1978, Rudolph photographed 
pig and .chicken farms nearby, but now he's 
trained his camera on these clannish bands who 
rally to names like Das Ende Alles, New 
Revelation, Clan Damon, The Rogues and 
Drowning Pool. Druids, goths, 'headbangers, 
Satanists and dungeon keepers come to mind in 
the mish-mash of costumes made of chains, fur, 
crow feathers, capes, kilts and leather. One group 
worships trees before battle. Another has several 
members who wear 'long canine teeth, members 
of a vampire club that congregates at night in 
underground parking garages. 
· Behind his 8-by-10 camera, Rudblph plays 

Timothy O'Sullivan to this weekly pageant. 
"They've tapped into something that really 
makes me feel good," Rudolph says. He laments 
he should have made a movie instead of several 
years' worth of slowly composed, large-format 

1 photos, but Rudolph also believes his ancient
looking camera has been his passport. Unlike the 
facile sniper aim of the photojournalist's 3Smm, 
the ancient camera is as slow and dull as these l 

warriors' weapons. As on the battlefield of their 
weekly war, where the mere touch of a sword is 
fatal, the death Roland Barthes argued every 
photograph becomes cim only happen by_ agree
ment. 

It is a richly atavistic cultural economy in 
which fantasies are leveraged on a shi)red gold 
standard of authenticity. Elsewhere; the pictures 
Rudolph takes are either considered worthless or 
coveted depending on the trading floor. Savage 
Gallery declined Rudolph's offer to show his war 
photographs in his recent show (missing out on 
. the timeless wink they might have currently 

What's Race Got to Do With It? 
A"! interview with William Pope.L 

by damall ayo 

William Pope.L has dubbed himself "the friendliest black 
artist in America." His visual art, installation and perform
ance explores social issues and relationships through an 
investigation of "lack," decomposition and evocative 
objects/images. The result is an inescapable visceral experi-
ence of our world. · 

His exhibition, eRacism, will be at PICA from May 7 -
July 26. This installation contains, among other things, 5,000 
hot dogs, 10 gallons of peanut butter, 170 lbs of onions, and 
large quantities of mustard, ketchup, sauerkraut, mayon
naise, milk and Pop-Tarts. eRacism was dev'eloped in con
junction with the lnstitu'te of Contemporary A,rt ai the• , , 
~~HJ 'collkgli of Art i~ Portland, Maine, ancill'>iJefsw1o

1
rks irl l 

;Houston. ThiS retrospective show will tour the United States I 
·until 2004. 

damali ayo: You're teaching at Bates. What is it like to 
insert the dialogue of race into ... 

William Pope.L: . ... the idea 
of a primarily white sphere ... 
The fact that ·Bates has a self
image of being white is sort of a 
misnomer. In this country 
because of the admixture of the 
years, many white folk have 
black blood in them. White peo
ple don't own up to the black in 
them. 

I say to [white people], 
because of America's obsession 
with race, even if you don't !\ave 
it biologically you have it cul
turally. You know, the obsession 
of a lot of white kids with hip
hop and on and on and on. I' 
always look at it as if yo{r•re 
really talking to a group of peo
ple ·who don't own up to who 
they really are 

ayo: That reminds me of 
Adrian Piper's piece, Cornered. 

· Pope.L: Yeah, she's definitely 
an interesting predec~ssor for 
me. 

ayo: Absolutely ... but the 
concept that people have black
ness in them ,doesn't necessarily · 
make you feel more at home 
there, does it? 

Pope.L: No, no, but that's a 
way for me to try to find where 
lack has a benefit or has an . 
opportunity ... Instead of hav
ing the conversation today to be 
about a set of categories that 
have nothing to do with each 
other or oppose in some way ... 
to show someone where the 
overlap is, where they have to 
find their own ownership or 
relation to that, because the 
conversation there just sort of 
ends, "Well, yeah .you're black 
and I'm white ... O( you're white 
and I'~ black."' ... But what if it 
was, "Well, you're white, I'm 
white, but we're white in differ
ent ways. What do you think of that?" 

,ayo: Sure, then you definitely have something to t alk 
about. 

Pope.L: Oh yeah. 

ayo: You find it important to connect and' to bond with 
your audience before you interrogate them. Can you. talk 
some about how you do that? 

Pope.L: Well, some of the simple things are like asking 
someone, "How are you doing?" Artists are sometimes not 
as open to the idea that we are part of an entertainment 
industry, and there's nothing wrong with that. It's like in 
church ... a good preacher would always have.a sense -of 
humor, because he knew he was going to take you to ' a 
place that was maybe difficult to go ... part of it has to do 
with pleasure ... finding pleasure in celebrating the diffi
culty. 

c 

made to David Hume Kennerly's court photographs of 
presidents). However, Paul Allen purchased one of 
Rudolph's panoramic battle scenes, fully understandi~g 
the role it could play as a post-industrial Ucello or . 
Delacroix in his new Seahawks Stadium. 

For Rudolph, the pictures' currency is unabashe dly tal
ismanic, their value divined from the decades he's spent 

, dousing every cor~er of the valley. Here, he has· discov-

ayo: And you feel the art experience is similar, that 
· there's an enjoyment or' the experience as well as a diffi
·culty and a learning. 

Pope.L: Yeah .. .. This idea of having a relationship to 
an audience is that audiences will go farther with you if 
they know from the beginning that your interest isn't only 
in showing them difficulty. 

ayo: How does your audience know that? ... , 
Pope.L: It's an effort .... With art audiences, people 

have said, you're preaching to the converted ... an d I say, 
well how do you know they're converted? Just because a 
person is liberal in this country doesn't mean they share 
all the sympathies that ·1 may. So this idea that with art 
audiences, the sale is already made, I don 't buy. There are 
different things that I try to do ... I try. to use less jargon, 
and if I do use jargon, I will try to set it up for people, but 
I don'i:' ass'ul:Je 't'n'<\f'tlley w~l 'khow always what ·I mean. ' 
Now~Ht~M-i'n'g<J.~ ~liciitg'H •I•~I;!-ltiiet pelf!!>l'e in tfil:!l!n-{}~brlfl 
who belieVe that because you don't do that, you run the 
risk of not seeming deep, sophisticated and educated 
because you't·e not creating this sort of veil ~f difficulty in 
terms of getting_the message, but I. don't believe that ..... 

ered, change and meaning do not accrue in the easy sedi
mentary layers of chronology bui:·rather bubble and churn 
metamorphically. As junkyards, trailer parks, condo devel
opments and tilt-up warehouses gradually covered some 
of the most fe rtile soil in the world, as prostitutes' b~dies 
com posted on the banks of the nearby Green River while 
wealthy subdivisions rose to enjoy the panorama from the 
~urrounding hills, Rudolph has stood watch, finding those 

rock band. 

ayo: What was it called? 

Pope.L: John Wayne. 

ayo: Nic'e. 

Pope.L: And that led me to radio plays, to writing. ·So I 
usually got' along a lot more with poets and fiction writers 
than I did with artists, because a lot of the artists I knew 
at that ti me were interested in a limited studio practice, 
and they weren't as much fun. 

. ayo: I have a simjlar experience. Let's talk about mail 
art, because that's one of the first pieces of yours I 
learned of, and I thought it was brilliant ... . Maybe you 
should describe it. 

Popf' .L: Y~u,mean tli.f' "I am. ~till Black" postcards? It 
t~~k~, about. ~he ·idea of ~ecoming a comml!_nity and . 
becoming more successful. I found that the more I was in 
the art community, the less black people I saw. And when 
I started traveling more, would I wake up and realize I 
wasn't black anymore? It didn't have to be a case where I 
wasn't biologically black anymore. It would be a case 

where I would simply stop thinking 
that way. How could I deal with 
that uncertainty, prevarication? 
What if I keep reminding myself? 
What if I make that public? What if 
I actually do this as a ritual and let 
other people know over time? 

ayo: So would you then note it 
down, in· that instance of doing it? 

Pope .L: No, it couldn't be that 
spontaneous. I realized that the 
pattern is similar to the (James] 
Baldwin notion, your nigger . 
moment- you know of your black
ness through someone else's 
actions/reac(ion to you. It comes to 
you ev~ry day. 

Looking at the history of con
ceptual art, or Fluxus- this has 
interesting structure, but what if 
the content was hotter, what about 
the sociality in which we live? And 
so I figured out a system so that 
every certain number of days, 
every time I would go away for a 
certain amount of time, I had an 
obligation to think about this and 
to let other people know I was 
thinking about this. 

ayo: That's fantastic. 

Pope.L: That's how I structured 
it. So, you know, when I did my 
crawl tour through Europe, I went 
to Pragu'e, Budapest, Madrid. 
Every time I go to a different city, I 
note down the addresses, and I 
have to send them a card. 

ayo: Can you say a couple of 
things about what you're planning 
for the PICA, space, particularly 
about the amount of food you are 
planning to install? A friend of 
mine called that wasteful. 

' Pope.L: OK. Waste. She's right. 
Conspicuous consumption. But 
what's interesting is that. It's like 

Image of William Pope.L courtesy of PICA anorexia, it's like the back alleys of 

It's difficult enough dealing with the intersection of class 
and gender and race without' making it more mysterious 
and pseudo-difficult by using language that doesn't help 
anyone. The journey is difficult enough without that. 

ayo: So, of all the ways you can raise those conversa
tions about race and class and gender, why did you choose 
art? 

Pope.L: Well, l' didn't initially. t started maki~g these 
thirrgs called, communication devices in undergraduate 
school, and reading philosophy and looking at· conceptual 
artwork of the '70s. 'fhe most impressive thing about the 
people _who were making that 'Vork is their lack of preju
dice against material. In other words, you didn't have to 
be a painter per se, you could use P!iinting if you wished, 
you could use electronic media, you could use inert gases, 
so there wasn't this thing where you ha d to match a mate
rial to an idea. So I decided that, through doing communi- . 
cation devices ... that's actually hm~ I started my first 

so many restaurants in our country, 
hospitals. We _hide our waste. It's like, where do we con
struct our bathrooms? We have a very aggressive, arrogant 
relationship to consumption, so what if I just want to put 
it out there? I'm not constructing consumption as a beau
tiful act. I think there i's a beauty in it, but I think it has 
to do with the lack in it. I'm not going to reject the fact 
that I'm part of a society that is about conspicuous con· 
sumption. I'm just going to put it out there. 

damali aya Is a conceptual artist and performer. Her next 
shaw, playback, will shaw during September at Mark Woolley 
Gallery. · 

eras still gurgling in the cracks, from the small-town 
princesses taking spring rides on daffodil-covered floats 
to ravens congregating in numbers sometimes great 
enough to blacken the sky. 

The soldiers in these pictures, bearing self-assigned 
monikers like Raven and Carnage and Slipknot, have 
arrived from the full cross section of topographies and 
times to create their civilizatio11 il) this, the valley's lowest 

A GOOD FRIEND IS HARD TO 
FIND 

Blood and Guts Forever 
An Exhibition About Friendship 

The Art 'Gym, Marylhurst University 

March 3 - April 4, 2003 

by Allison Dubinsky 

Just a few days before I saw Blood and Guts Forever, I'd 
returned from Chicago, where I had gone to visit a once
best friend with whom I'd had a falling-out years earlier. 
She ~md I had been inseparable in college. We'd m~ t on 
the first day of orientation as-freshmen and we'd SP.ent 
h 

>)Ub fJ j ; J- HJ ;;;;;,...J lJ lJ -./ I.IU.!$- VO ,JJ~:fl(/'/- flO(lt JiJ ~JIV::n:~HIJ lU l 
t e next our years ne!pmg e ach otner urvrv.e OV!"rC!ue 
coursework, difficult professors, haple~s bbyfr·i~'ndJ'and 
Houston's mercjless climate. But a year or so after· gradua
tion, we stopped talking, and we didn't say a word to one 

· another for about four years. 
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point. This is Foster Storm Drain Park. When it ra ins, it 
fills with water. 

Penny Broadway lives in Seattle. 

Two photos by_ Glenn Rudolph.lmages courtesy of the'artist. 

feeling you get when your heart's being ripped out bu~ 
you continue your daily angst-free activities such as shop
ping for milk and walking the dog. 

Adkins is one of the two elusive minds behind the 
charm bracelet's sociological art experiments, and he 
seems to be primarily interested in art that fosters or 
explores the creation and nature of connections between 
people. The last time I saw something he curated, i t 
encompassed 500 people's work (Meeting People, a grid of 
wooden blocks that individual artists had manipulated
pain'ted on, drawn on, attached mechanical things to, 
etc.), so I was cur-ious about what a more selective show 
would look like. 

The first pieces in the exhibit were four beautifully · 
framed pieces of construction paper, each faded by natu
ral light to reveal the gentie silhouettes of-superheroes. 
They were John Ryczek's Superfriends, and while I 
admired their graphic appeal, I didn't feel like I was · 
being shown any sordid secrets. Not that I had been prom
ised any such thing when I entered, but I had high hopes 

1 thank 't~ 'th'e shhW'f oJt r.n~le ~' tj\eme." My art-viewing 
comp1anton!pllu1t~d olit a i'!ot'h/;'f; more practical, concern: 
wohldn'~ ~~e silhouette fad~ over time?' If you oought it, 
wow(fyou have to keep it under'yclur bed? I'll venture 
that the built-in ephemerality was part of t.he plan, a com-
ment on the diminishing value our culture places on traits 

/ 

·~-~~:~·~~~Yr'~'-

In the exhibition notes to this show, curator Brad 
Adkins relates a similar story about an old friend of his 
named Brian: how their paths drifted apart and never 
came back together. Thinking about this friend led him to 
meditate on friendship in general and then to put togeth
er this show, Blood and Guts Forever. I liked the name. It 
reminded me of words your best friend might have 
scrawled into your notebook in algebra class one day 
wher you were thirteen•, all red ink a nd melodrama. 

Melodrama is an oft-underappreciated aesthetic in this 
dry, ironic culture of ours, and friendship is frequently 
forgotten as well. The more mobile we become, the less 
likely it is that we are living in the place we grew up in; 
surrounded by the friendships we established when we 
were young. lrjdeed, how many of us stay in one place 
long enough to really make "friends," not just acquain
tances? Has anyone noticed how much harder it is to 
make friends as you get older? I mean, friends like the 
ones you had when you were young, who know your weak
nesses, your most embarrassing nicknames, and how 
geeky you were in junior high? 

This may have something to do with the fact that, by 
the time we get to the age of twenty-something, we've 
learned not to spill our guts like we did back when we 
were twelve. With age comes guardedness, a t leas t in most 
people, and it gets harder and harder to find anyone 
brave or crazy enough to reveal their deepest, darkest 
secrets to anyone else . It becomes increasingly rare for 
anyone to use the word "forever" in an unironic context. 
Everyone knows, after all , that there's no such thing as 
" forever." Realizing this might be a disappointment (or 
revelation) on par with discovering there is no Santa 
Claus . 

But that's part of what art is for, isn't it? To f ind a way 
to say what most people wouldn't have the words, or the 
nerve, or the imagination to say. To express what everyday 
interaction can't always bear the weight of- sometimes 
loss, sometimes bef!uty, sometimes raw, bare truths. 
Sometimes blood and guts. 

· Nevertheless, there was a dry, ironic look to the way 
Adkins had hand-lettered the exhibit's name· on the Art 
Gym's white walls. The black ptint was restrained, con- -
tained. The contrast worked, evoking that grit-your-teeth 

·Artwork. by ]oh,nne Eschleman 

like bravery, loyalty, trustworthiness- ~orne of the quali
ties that make for good friends as well as good super-
heroes. . · 

To the left, the room opened out: Natascha Sofia 
Snellman's Who Was r'Last ]llight?, a series of tender pho
tographs depicting her great-aunt Gerri and her grand
mother Pat, took up one wall. It was apparent that the two 
women in the images were friends, but the work didn't 
resonate on an emotional level until I re.ad the explana
tiqn that accompanief} it. The words told us how 
Snellman's great-aunt didn't recognize herself in the 
prints after .they'd been taken, although she immediately 
recognized ·her sister, Pat; she seemed to have forgotten 
she'd posed for any photographs at all. This seemed to me 
a more compelling meditation on memory and the fragili
ty of our connection to our own selves than the images 
alone. When the text that accompanies an artwork seems 
to be so crucial to the me'!-ning of the piece, I often won
der why the two parts aren't more intertwined , either 
visually or through the use of a different mediu~, like 
slides or video. · . 

Which is exactly what Miranda July and Emma ' 
Hedditch had done with their "web-based collection of 
·girlhood longing," How Will I know Her? This-ongoing col
laborat ive project consists of numerous photographs of 
young girls holding.pictures of people they wish they 
could be with, but can't due to circumstances of some sort 
or another: divorce, death, distance. Each photograph is 
accompanied by a statement written by its subject; the 
overall experience, strangely, feels like flipping through a 
book of mug shots looking for the right perpetrator, of 
some crime or another, maybe because of the stark white 
backgrounds, or maybe because the girls look so uniform
ly sad and shy, as if they're being asked to .do 'something 
they really don't want to be doing (whether that 's having 
their photograph~ taken or talking about people they 
miss, I'm not sure). _ 

Behind me, a small room emitted a whirring sound; it 
was the bubble machine in Melody Owen's installation . 
~here were no bubbles the day I was there, but the show's 

PLEASE SEE BLOOD ON PAGE EIGHT 
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Interview With Michael Brophy 
by Mark Hansen 

Michael Brqphy paints the terrain of the Pacific , 
Northwest as a confrontation. He composes trees and stumps, 
.rivers and clouds into canny narratives of how this land 
became a landscape, how the' land was and is disciplined. His 
latest- show at Laura Russo Gallery ventured out into 
Eastern Oregon, juxtaposing sweeping views of vertiginous 
canyon land with Closer scenes of clearcuts presided over by 
log statues on stump pedestals. Gone from this landscape are 
not only the trees, but the loggers, the bears arid the 
sasquatches. 

I met Brophy and others for a number of drinks the other 
night. After a while we decided it was time to have the inter
view. Brophy's longtime friend, filmmaker Steve Dought~n, 
joined us. As james Yu, a friend of both mine and Mike's, 
advised, I started with some questions about professional 
wrestling. 

The Organ: Is Hunter Hurst Helmsley a viable champ? 

Michael Brophy,: He is. He's the "Total Package." 

The Organ: He's not another Nick Bockwinkle? 

Brophy: No way - still the full package . He's the great
est heavyweight. 

The Organ: Can Goldberg save World Wrestling 
Entertainment Inc.? 

Brophy: I think yes. I wantto know if Goldberg is gay. 

The Organ: What connection do you make between , 
wrestling and painting? 

Brophy: It's theatrical and artificial but it tells the 
truth. It's .making something out of nothing. I think it was 
Picasso ·who called painting "the lie ·that tells. the truth." 

Dou.ghton: And they're both big moneymakers. 

The Organ: You've drawn on Stewart Holbrook's writing 
about Oregon, his "labor taxonomy" kind of stuff. How'd 
you run into him? 

Brophy: I was researching for that City Hall project. I 
saw Wildmen, Wobblies and Whistlepunks: Stewart 
Holbrook's Lowbrow Northwest, and I loved the title. 

Tony Tasset 
Works 1993-2003 
Portland Institute for Contemporary Art 
March 12 - April 19, 2003 

by Charles D'Ambrosio 

If Iraqi looters broke into PICA and had the run of the 
place for an hour or two, what, if anything, would they 
take aw,ay from the Tony Tasset show? In three spare 
rooms you find the assorted work several video montages 
-of the artist's face in profile as he goes about his banal 
day, of the artist documenting a diet in which he loses 
thirty pounds, of the artist, his wife and child morphing 
into one another around the breakfast table; the sculptur
al work- a snowman, a ch_erry tr~e, a dead blue jay; •and 
photographs - of the artist wetting ,his pants, of his wife 
in a summer dFess, of his gardl'!n , of pis parents, of an 1ey~. J 

~n r , • ' r t ..l. l ::.. ... ~U.::t ..~e.u G 'N u u ... ..;; f.tl ~.i ,., G b.u 
Nope.of this holds up well on a l'M_uay a~terpq, n,:'l1tet: a1, •. 
week of bombing; .the work here is too boyish and trivial 
and self-absorbed, too cozy witfi'i ts own accomplishments, 
too lazily convinced of its o~n rightness. The surfaces are 
slick, the impressions convivial and domestic. The self in 
the Tasset show is organized, artificial, facile -its con
frontations a re as tidy as the ones on Oprah, a series of 
c'onstructs 
without the 

· chaotic pres- ' 
sures of con
tent, the · 
raggedness 
of lived life. 
A video loop 
of a man los
ing weight is 
not so com
pelling when 
all week 
you've seen 

men lose Image by Tony Tasset, courtesy of PICA 
their legs. . 
The images can't compete, even as a joke, even as ironic 
comment..,... they squander too much good will, too much 
real desire, by asking us to care about forgeries and 
copies. The show had a pistinct undergrad feel, a tiresome 
cleverness- safe, unchallenged, agreeable. Plundering is 
quite the opposite of the polite arrangement of seeing in 
a civilized setting, but aesthetics has something to learn 
from the urgencies of the hungry and confused, the out
raged, the wounded. Iraqi looters swarming PICA would 
be after different spoils, the liard goods, light bulbs, tele
visions, computers, tables and chairs, and in an imagined 
ransacking of the Tasset show, focused qn the ephemera of 
the self and tts polite little fictions, th.ey would come 
away empty-handed. 

Pillage is a kind of coin in the spontaneous economy 
that springs up in the aftermath of wars and riots, and its 
relation to the art market is interesting. Following the 
sack of Baghdad, men and women holding wads of dinars, 
which the U.S. Treasury, a~ of this writing,-lists as worth
less, weren't nearly as savvy or keen investors as the boy 
hauling a bed home on a hand truck, and one imagines 
that, politically, those people, the ones who went for the 
cash, probably felt more comfortable under dictatorship 
-in good times and bad, it takes a kind of faith to con
sider paper worth stealing. A secondary market for dinars 
has apparently sprung up on eBay, with people seeking 
souvenirs, mementos of the war, featuring pictures of 
Saddam Hussein -bringing us closer to the art market, a 
world of objects and negotiated agre~ments (prices) 
argued out in a somewhat fluid and spontaneous forum. 
The ransacking of the antiquities museum in Baghdad 
was another kind of score, however, and the market will 
be significantly different. The booty will likely be as hard 
for officialdom to locate and recover as the Weapons of 
Mass Destruction that began the bombing in the first 
place- they'll offer rewards for the priceless., Oil was 
saved while the calcite bowls, the shell combs and the 
hammered gold vessels were not. But the loss is nothing 
new. The library containing .the 12 original cuneiform 
tablets of Gilgamesh was destroyed by the Persians in 612 
B.C., and anyway, the greatest collection of Mesopotamian 
art, acquired when the ransacking of civilization was the 
business of gentlemen, is in the British Museum. A profes
sor at the University of Chicago has been quoted as say
ing that war and archaeology don't mix, but I disagree. 
Both the worthless dinars on eBay and the priceless 
cuneiform tablets in Baghdad will receive some of their 
valuation from the same source - that they are uncircu
lated, that they promise rarity. War, like time, turns every
thing into a trinket, but destruction jacks up the price 
nicely. 

Charles D'Ambrosio is the author of the short story 
collection, The ·Point. His recent short fiction has 
appeared in The New Yorker. A collection of his essays 
will be published by Clear Cut Press in Fall 2003. 

The Organ: You painted a lot of the historical figure s, 
the workers, from that book. If you were going .to do some
thing similar now what would it look like? 

Brophy: Critical mass. WTO protesters. A very similar 
kind of thing. 

The Organ: What about framing devices in your work: 
windows, viewpoints, the grid of Portland, your own back, 
stump pedestals? 

Brophy: I was a.Iways interested in the "back" of a land
scape paintil).g, what's behind the view. I wanted to show 
the fact that people are there, not the Sierra Club calen
dar kind .of thing. My own back in the painting is a kind 
of pun. 

Dough ton: I think a good question is where he lean:led 
it. C. D. Friedrich has a lot to do with his compositions. 
You should also mention that Mike can bench his own 
weight. 

The Organ: Your hiking sack shows up in your work a 
l.ot. What's in it? 

Brophy: Let's see ... a pen flashlight. One tim~ I got 
stuck up in the Gorge in the dark and had to climb down 
with no light. It took forever. Water. My camer.a that Steve 
turned me on to, the Yashica r:4. Pencils and a sketch pad. 
Food sometimes. Water. 

Dough ton: A Power bar? 

Brophy: Write down "Power bar." 

The Organ: OK. How has teaching affected your prac-
~~ . 

Brophy: My painting? I had to learri the stuff I was sup
posed to learn when I was a student. It's different fr.om 
what I do in the studio, though. 

The Organ: What was the first image you ever seized 
upon? 

Brophy: Clearcutting. I was probably 25 when I first 
painted that. My parents were living out on the coast and 
I visited them often. I watched this stand of trees on 
Highway 53 go down in stages. The destruction was awe
some and terrible. There was mud all ov~r. 

The Organ: What do you listen to wh; n you're working? 

Janet Koplos: "The J,.abor of 
Making" 

by Sophie Ragsdale 

The audience of nearly 300 was not yet settled when 
Janet Koplos commenced the eighth annual William 
Jamison Lecture Series on April 2 at the facific 
Northwest College of Art. The room was filled with a fidg- . 
eting din, a final fussing with cell phones, and the last 
words. of casual conversations, when Koplos began to 
speak in polished, soothing tones. The audience grew 
quiet and soon rapt when she claimed, "in a society of 
extremely developed ·specialization of labor ... we live in 
hope and faith that. things will work." 

Koplos, an art critic and senior editor of Art in 
America, centered her lecture on "the labor of making" 
fo r ttii s-evem'i' spdn!/Med 'by Oregon College of Ar.t ah'd j I 

Craft ~nd PN'CA. Her choice of theme proved-a timely · · 
meditation on our basic need for connection, not in the 
technological sense of being "well-connected" but in the 
most humari sense o£ errtotional and sensory engagement. 

Considering the impulse to create labor-intensive work . 
in an era of "labor-saving devices," Koplos drew a ttention 
to her own labor- critique- by working through her 
commentaries on dozens of slides. She introduced a series 
of works and examined them each as a "personal cate
chism of toil" (in the words of Jackie Windsor, whose 
works were among those projected against the broad, 
white wall) . Other works included the explosive paintings 
of Jackson Pollock, which break through representation 
onto a nonrepresentational plane, a~d the monumental 
sculptures of Richard Serra, which a~e an overwhelming 
reminder of the hard physical labor of artistic production. 
The work of German artist Roman Opalka was particular
ly effective at rendering and recording the passage of 
time and also the task of constructing memory. His 
process consists of painting and recording himself speak· 
ing a sequence of numbers, as well as taking daily photo
graphs of himself. By making visible the passage of nearly 
40 years th_rough the medium of his body (he has painted 

RED76 Presents the IAE at 
Project Room One 
by Came/a Raymond 

The main event of Red76 Arts Group's International Arts 
' Group Exposition was a rushed, confusing affair- at the 

Laurelhurst Theater. The evening of video screenings and 
live presentations by a couple dozeiJ. arts groups fr~m 
around the world (see related story on Bill Bror-'11 and the 
Surveillance Camera 
Players) was an..impressive 
organizing ef~ort by Red 76's 
Sam Gould and Co., a smor
gasbord that drew a dense 
crowd of young samplers. 
But the overlapping pro
gramming in four theaters 
rriade it near-impossible to 
give the best fare the atten
tion it deserved (such as 
Chicagp-based Temporary 
Services' documentation of 
low-tech inventions created 
by pl'isoners to make their 
lives more comfortable) and 
easy to give the brush·off to 
anything that failed to 
impress in the first five min
utes (there was a lot of 
brushing off). 

B'rophy: A whole range of stuff. Harry Smith's folk 
anthology is amazing. Metaliica. So much. No TV. 

The Organ: What of golf? That shows up in your recent 
work. 

Brophy: Fumiy. I don't golf, but there were a few ideas. 
James [Yu) told me once he wanted to retrace a military 
march backward by hitting a golf ball. I loved that. It also 
came from Hat Point Road. It's up in Hell 's Canyon and 
it's the worst road. I went up it in my car and I had to stop 
every 10 to 15 yards and move big rocks out of the way. I 
thought, What next for this place? A golf course? Sure 

Brophy: It's from a Goya painting where the women are 
throwing a wooden dummy in the air. It's about women 
toying with men . I made it into tree·s throwing a logger up 
in the air. It's the toying-with/tossed-up concept. 

The Organ: What's selling? 

Brophy: The small stuff. Single figures looking into 
landscapes. The pretty ones. 

The Organ: What's next for you? 

Brophy: I'm working on some more crowd images 
around panoramic views. Also, more wooden rooms. I have 
a big show going up in Seattle, at my gallery there
Linda Hodges Gallery. That opens May 1, for the month. 
Clear Cut Press is putting out a collection of my work in 
conjunction with Laura Russo Gallery. That's really, excit
ing. We're going to raise money to print it by selling 
boxed editions that come with an original gouache. Those 
are going to be $350. 

The Organ: What about the Lewis & Clark project you 
were planning for 2005? 

Brophy: Funding for that didn't come through, so I've 
come up with this other plan. I met this guy who wrote a 
book about the last 100 miles of the Lewis & Clark 'expe
dition- basically from . Portland to Astoria. Apparently it 
took them forever, longer than any other segment of their 
journey. I want to commemorate that with a flotilla down 
the Columbia, where people could deal with that however 
they wanted to. Writer.s could write about it, you could 
tape i~, whatever. A bunch of boa ts floating dowri the 
ilfver. 

The Organ: You used to have a heavy boxing bag up in 
your house. Why'd you take it down? 

Brophy: I'm far less angry than in the past. I never 
worked on it like a workout: It was only incidental; I 
would just walk by and kick it or something, so I just go.t 
rid of it. ' -

"Sky," from Nine Lives (suite), ZOOJ The Organ: Do you have a special message for your 
fu~ . 

enough. A golf course is also a real logger image: domin-
ion over the landscape. Brophy: No! My pockets are empty! Please help! 

The Organ: What of the floppy guy in the Floppy Guy Mark Hansen Is a Portland writer. 
painting? ' 

" time," or the evid!'!nce thereo f, almost exclusively since 
1965), Opalka inspires the viewer to ask, "Why?" What is 
the value of perpe tuating a close and careful relationship 
with our work? , 

Koplos turned from a formal critique to a social one, 
reflecting on the ideas of "high technology" in relation to 
"high physicality." She argued that the impersonality of 
mechanical activity moves certa in artists to "bring back 
the directness of touch." For example, Liza Lou is an 
a~tist who spent five years on the careful' ]Jeadwork of her 
installation, Kitchen, a glittering rendition of an other-

. wise banal space. Regarding mechanical facilitation, Lou 
has stated, "For me , my work is a prayer, and so the doing 
of the work is its own dignity." 

Vl'h.en spiritual satisfaction is apparent in an artist's 
labor, the viewer is moved to consider h,is or her own 
instincts for connectedness. It becomes clear that the 
"labor of making" resonates at a time whe n our "hope 
and faith" is invested in talking heads, split screens, aJid 

' the 'mi'dtli~ ef~d movin te; ts 'of h~adline ne . s. Even 
1 tJ u;'y , r cr iJ!tfrnfnf. ""'~ ttt'1 r r·q n l.e, r t -t;o;' l h 1 qil1 1uQd~ ~~ [ 1)1 

th f! tlgh su1=h mema o ers complete war coverage, zoom-
ing in on bomb blasts and panning a ruined Baghdad, we 
are only engaged in these events on a virtual level. As ' 
mediate d by television technologies, the sights and 
sounds of war affect us in the same way that an action 
film exhilarates or an epic drama inspires compassion. 
Although real-time footage overcomes time and space, we 
are so conditioned by hyperreality, ·cinema and other visu
al plays that we remain emotionally distant from the cur
rent crises. Still, as Koplos pointed out, "we cannot get 
away from our need for human connectedness," even if 
such connection means letting ourselves be vulnerable to 
the reality of death and destruction, love and creation. By 
bril).ging her audience's awareness to the works of ' 
Pollock, Serra, Lou and others, Koplos revealed that 
methodic production is essential not as a means to an 
end, but as both the means and the end of satisfying our 
undervalued need for emotional, sensory, and spiritual 

·> . 
connection. 

S,ophle Ragsdale has no certain Interests or vocation, but 
she 'likes chocolate. 

art, .on display was antiheroic. Best compared to local 
artists/groups like Harrell Fletcher and Mira,nda July, the 
charm bracelet, and Red76 themselves, these collectives 
are• all about real-life social interactions, projecting the 
message that they care little about advancing art history 
on its own terms (although they end up doing that, too, 
slyly or not). They've printed booklets on how to build 
portable housing pods (NSS), solicited comments from 
neighbors about a controversial public art sculpture 
(Temporary Services), made solar-powered clothing and 
personality-tailored food for friends (Jane Palmer and 
Marianne Fairbanks), and curated a show ofT-shirt art 
(Instant Coffee). 

Of the limited critical 
attention that has been 
directed at these groups, 
much of it has focused on 
this quality of public 
engagement and accessi
bility, a characterization · 
that Chas Bowie ques
tioned in our last issue, 
writing, "Though their 
forays into the public · 
sphere are less antisocial 
·than were, for example, 
those of Vito Acconci, 
who followed strangers 
Qn the street until they 
fled into private build
ings, these groups are no 
more taking art to the 
masses than he was." But 
Chas alluded to some
thing that I think is more 
notable - the issue of 
temperament. Yes, they 
are less antisocial than 
Vito Acconci, and this 
raises questions. With 
few exceptions, the histo
ry of avant-garde art has 
been one of devising new 
ways to shock the bour
geoisie or kill fathers. 
But these collectives, col
lectively, seem to have a 
different fantasy. Like 
the grateful, unembit
tered foundling who fol

Evidently, there are no pressing art questions 
that need answering. My mailbox is as empty and 
precise as an Agnes Martin . That's OK, I'm kinda 
busy at my day job, preparing for: what will easily' 

b~rW!:f,JPO~t com.pl(fx ~~taJlii J;:i;\ill, ,Q~ QlW'*!,JI;a~9,J;"il!.~ vr 
career- the William Pope.L exhibition, eRacism, 
that opens at PICA on May 7.. So instead of address
ing your quandaries, I thouglJ,t I might ask you to 
fill in the blanks and mail them to The Organ. 

I live in Portland, Oregon, where -----'-
__________ andthe __________ ~--------·I 
believe that ___________ because my 

education· was . I' d rather 

-----'-----than talk about--~--
_ _____________________ will make 'a differ-

ence in the war against 
______________________________ .Saddam 

Husseip is -------'"------· George Bush is 
-----~--~--~--~-----------if he thinks 
that ----------'=---· I wonder when 
Amerka . I still 
believethatartcan ____________ _ 

and Tony Tasset's snowman made me _____ _ 

----~because .--------------~ 
____ . I really want t~ know what 
______________ gallery was thinking when 

-"--'-"---'-=---"'-----·I'd really like to see 

------------------~-------and I think 
the Venice Biennale and the Oregon Biennial 

--------:--..,------:------------· Sam Gould's 
recent gathering of art groups was ______ __ 
_________ and told me thqt 

------------------· I especially _____ _ 
-=-- "-'-- --'-'c.:....o.-- with Matthew Barney. Matisse is 

--~---------and Picasso is 
= =--.......:....:....:=--....::==----'----'arid in a perfect world 
----=----:=--------..,...--- would be, _ ____ _ 
-::--:,..-,:-:::-= ....,----,---forever. 

Stuart Horodner Is Visual Arts Curator for the PortlancJ 
Institute for Contemporary Art. 

the Waif, they just want to love. 
Why and to what end? Here are some possible motives. 

A sociohistorical explanation might say that where 
Acconci's generation was br~aking out of the stifling 
bonds of conformist social institutions, this one is reach
ing out from a sense of virtuality-enforced isolation. 
Alternatively, there's the art historical approach: this is 
the next obvious thing to do, the winning semiotic adapta
tion in the hermeneutic .jungle, where simple generosity 
of spirit unmans the critical apparatus. Or the materialist 
interpretation: it's of the ever-vigorous tradition of art 
povera, its meaning chained to its means. Or the skeptic's 
approach: it's sheer laziness. Fucking T-shirts. 

I think it's a little of all of them. But I'm inclined, from 
boredom perhaps, to see new fantasies in the shadows. In 
the best of all possible worlds, this is the art of entrepre
n~urlal compassion. When history meets the end of irony, 
innocence doesn't· return; irony fades like tuberculosis, 
your convictions permanently weakened. Maybe this is 
how it happens. The recovering ironist gets out of bed and 
makes a cup of tea. You've lost your job, there's no going 
back. You don't want a job anyway. Jobs are for phonies. 
You'll ... volunteer. Not to save humankind; just because 
it's better than the alternatives. But neither is volunteer
ing. Everyone will think you're' some kind of hippie nut. 
Besides, you'll have to make a choice about who to volun
teer with. That's too milch commitment. You'll be an 
artist. You'll do si~ple things, things that have no mean
ing. But that's fucked, too. That's just giving up. That's for 
snobs. You have no convictions, but you thirst for meaning 
and connection. So y~u don't make art after aU. 

What a pleasant change, 
then, to visit the IAE's asso
ciated exhibit hosted by 
Project Room One, consist
ing of a few objects and 
much peruse-able documen
tation of process•orien.ted 
work by Temporary Services, 
N55 (of Copenhagen), 
Instant Coffee and others. 
The quiet isolation of ]en 
Rhoads' high-ceilinged space 
on NE Farragu~ "made for an 
ideal viewing experience (I 
didn't visit until after the 
official closing date, making 
me about the fifteenth per
son to make the trip, accord
ing to Rhoads' estimate). 

Anne Vander Linden, "Ironing." Print of black ink dra wing from We lowed home the heroine 
Like Dick, part oj Tempprary Services' Binder Archives: A Portable Madeleine Blanchet in 

The general mood of the 
Traveling Exhibition George 'sand's Francois 

. l. 
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Examples of his work can be viewed at www.rodeonine.com/~_dingo_ryan/. 

Those interested in exhibiting/curating for make do can contact makedoart@yahoo.com. 

F I Ell 0 N 
THE WITNESS 

by Jon Raym'ond 

Jason could meet up with Anne and Tony for the protest . 
today, but when the phone rings he decides to let the 
machine pick 'up. "Hello? Hello?" Anne's voice says. "Are 
you there? I've got my cell if you want to find us." 

The faint fecal scent of the subway, the· click of the 
turnstile. Soon the tracks kindle with silver light and the 
train roars beside the 'platform. Jason si.ts down and hangs 
his backpack from his knees. He prefers attending 
protests by himself sometimes, moving at his own pace, 
stopping when the urge strikes him. He thinks of them as 
a kind of museum in a way. the side effects of distant, 
brutal-decisions. 

Across the car, a pretty girl rummages through her bag 
and pretends to stare past Jason when she raises her face. 

He comes up into Grand Central Station, the long, nar
row esc ala tors leading to the ballooning main transept, 
and then out onto the street, the unfinished traffit: of mid
town. The air is cold outside, but the sun is shining. 
Something about the life or:~ the sidewalk catches Jason 
by surpri~e, the racing handcarts and.·tourist photogra
phers so undeter~ed by the war. 

Jason starts uptown along Third Avenue, past tl>e donut 
shops and convenience stores. Within blocks the sidewalk 
grows dense. It is the same crowd as always, he quickly 

"This is what democracy looks like!" someone screams, 
and bangs on a .tamborine. 

Soon enough Jason finds himself near Fifty-third and 
Third, a promising intersection, where a standoff between 
a crowd of protesttlrs and a phalanx of mounted police-
men is underway. From his spot on the sidewalk he has a 
partial view, across the wide avenue, into a sunken court
yard where the large group of agitators has hunkered 
down. The scene is like a poorly cropped photograph, 
plenty of sky •behind blank walls of building, with the 
action bobbing on the bottom of his line of vision. He can 
see a young man standing on a Don't Walk box, chanting 
aggressively at a small sea of heads. The crowd roars back 
ip. waves, buffeting the walls of the city in slow, oceanic 

· rhythms. · 
. "Here we go," he tells himself. 

Jason p&ces HP a,nd do:.v,n jpp_k,ing for the best, v._ante:ge 
point, ,but the street is well-guarded by police, who keep 
eve!jone on the sidewalks. He tries standing on a fire 
hydrant but his feet keep slipping off the knobs. There is 
no way to scale the shuttered newsstand. 

Eventually he enters into a kind of detente with the 
young cop stationed nearby, a clean-cut Latino kid with a 
ra,zor-thin line of facial hair along his jaw. People swear at 
the cop or make shows of misu,nderstanding the rules of 
the space, walking out into the street from the sidewalk, 
but he remains polite; gently keeping them in line. "Stay 
on the sidewalk, please. Stay on the sidewalk. ~ross at the 
intersection at the corner, please." Ja·son and the cop 
silently establish something between them, and the cop 
allows him to stand nearby wi'th one foot in the road. 

::;;;~~~..;'";.;-;;;·;,;; .. ·.;;··;;;;;;;;;··;;;--.;·;;.· ________ ..... "'l':_.,.. ______ , ______ ., A row of empty public 
r buses parade down the 

middle of the street, 
blocking his view with 
their plate windows. 

When the buses have 
passed, Jason sees the 
phalanx of police on 
horses has formed itself 
into a wedge. They move 
forward roughly and 
bisect the crowd, soften· 
ing it from the inside. 
From there, the horses 
line up along the edges 
of the crowd and begin 
jabbing menacingly-at 

. the outer ring of protest
ers. 

"Have you been here 
long?" a man asks him. 

"A little while," Jason 
says. 

"George B.ush is 
over!" the man says. 
"Look at this crowd!" 

Jason turns 11way. 
He watches about.fif

fllustration of the Williamsburg Bridge by Melody Owen teen people get arrested. 

finds. Holding the same signs, wearing the same clothes. 
Moving in groups, busloads, gangs. Most of the protesters 
are young, with downy facial hair and glowing skin, dis
tressed clothing and worn-out shoes. Young men in color
ful hats go by. Girls in peasant dresses with jeans under
neath. There is a radio station broadcasting cell phone 

· calls from inside the demonstration. 
Jason enters the crowd slowly, trying to measure it in 

some way, objectify it, hating to-give-himself over too easi
ly to the mass. He wants to withhold himself from the 
crowd's personality, disown its mixed messages and anger 
and self-satisfaction. He is only a witness, he tell!\ himself 
sometimes, to exempt himself from certain duties of liv
ing. 

Jason passes his own reflection in a deli window, his 
dirty down jacket, his bald corduroys. He's here, isn't he? 
That should count. 

Soon he arrives at a thick, restless clog of protesters 
and allows himself to sink into the crowd a ways, keeping 
alert for escape routes in case some violent crush begins. 
The crowd is docile, though, pressing mildly around a sta
tionary tour bus in the middle of the ·street. The street
light goes red, green, yellow, the~ back to red. Eventually 
Jason makes his way to the edge of the street, and along 
the sidewalk to the corner of Forty· ninth and Third. A 
block to the west the crowd is moving and he goes to join 
them. 

He walks up Lexington, among the students and the 
pacifists, only to find the cross streets have been barricad
ed. It is almost impossible to get to First Avenue where 
the center of the protest is supposed to occur. Jason . 
merges .with a milling stream, skirting the borders of the 
protest's central axis. The aowd has bee11- thwarted from 
the beginning, he can see, siphoned to the·edges of itself. 
J'he mechanism of the city has been rigged by the police 
td 'keep the people spread ac'ross its parts. 

The police tackle them to 
the asphalt, pile on top in a show of overwhelming force, 
bind their wrists with plastic' cuffs. They escort the pro· 
testers down the empty street to the metal box of a wait
ing police van. Some· of the protestors go quietly, others 
enraged. Two helicopters strike positions high above, 
glimpsed in the margins between the buildings. 

"Hey," someone says. ''How's it going?" 
"Hey," Jason says. He recognizes the guy from an old 

job. "Have you seen anything out here today?" 
"No. I couldn't even get to the rally," the guy says. 

"How about you?" 
"Not much. I couldn't make it all the way either." 
When they finish talking Jason goes inside a mall to 

stand in line for a bathroom, then finds his way back to 
the subway. The station is filled with college kids, resting 
their feet, talking seriously amongst themselves. The train 
is delayed while an unconscious man is roused by a clus
ter of police. 

Jason arrives home as a dirty winter sunset fades from 
the sky, long streaks of purple among gray haze. The sky
line of downtown Manhattan huddles just over the 
rooftops of the surrounding apartment buildings. 

Jason turns on the TV and flips through the channels 
for a while, drinking a beer and petting the cat. Nothing 
much is on, and he scans quickly from one end of the 
spectrum to the other. Finally he arrives at a station with 
a Japanese voice-over and puts a_side the remote. The 
channel is showing a documentary on insects, it seems, a 
white grasshopper slowly emerging from a thick, broken 
armor. The new creature is waxy and soft, its black eyes . 
blind to the camera's harsh light. He watches wit_h mild 
interest as the grasshopper struggles weakly to break 
from its dead husk into the air. 

Jon Raymond Is a New York-based writer and Associate 
Editor at Tin House magazine. 
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program included a sketch of what was supposed to be 
happening. A circle of prickly cacti filled the floor, and 
theoretically the l;mbbles floated 

· innocently around in the air until 
they encountered a succulent's 
spine, at which point they would 
burst with a small but tragic snap.· 
It wasn't much to look at without 
the bubbles. According to her 
resume, Owen is, or used to be, a 
poet as well <1-S a visual artist, so it 
didn't surprise me that the name 
of the installation did most of thE) 
work: Almost Everything About 
You Makes Me Happy. Clever, and . 
surprisingly charming. 

But so far, I noticed, there had
n't been mucn blood and guts. 
Instead, there'd been just the 
opposite: emotions quieted, hid
den and ironically overturned. · 
Outright, unabashed, but well
expressed feelings are so hard to 
find in any kind o£ art. Still, I was 
hoping to see something that was
n't afraid to show its blemishes: 
Art that risked honesty, rather 
than merely maintaining its digni
ty (and the accompanying dis· 
tance from its viewers) behind a 
pretty fa~ade. . 

the show," said a note penciled on the wall next to this 
one). There was an overhauled Viewmaster, its predictable 
photos of National Parks. or zoo animals replaced with 
scratched, melancholic black & white images that stut
tered past your eyes like an old silent film. All of it care
fully crafted, all of it seemingly made by a mind that 
might go mad if it didn't make these things. Here was the 
meat> All the blood and guts in one corner of the room. 

There's a chapel at the other end of the buildtng that 
the Art Gym is in ' 
(Marylhurst is affili
ated with the 
Catholic church). 
Afterward, my friend 
and I wandered into 
it; looking at the 
stained-glass win
dows, I commented 
that the purpose of 
art seems to have 
changed since the 
days when it was 
made primarily to 
honor God, commis
sioned by a Church. 
"No," my friend said, 
"actually it's not that 
different now: art is 
still made for 'god,' 
but now 'god' is the 
self." 

What is fascinating 
is how that inward 
gaze can surpass 
itself and become 
something bigger, 
something that is 
entirely about the 
self but also about 
everyone and no one 
at all . In this light, 
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trast, most of the artworks in the show placea higller 
value on cleverness or preciousness than emotional hon
esty. Notebook paper pinned to the wall and covered with 
pencil drawings told us nothing except that the artist 
could get away with it. That the art of the (emotional) rip
off has become, or maybe always has been, p_art of Art. 

My parents were Catholic, and made sure I prayed the 
"Our Father" every night, which you'd think would have 
reassured me against all the skeletons I thought lived in 
the darkest corners of my room, waiting to terrorize_ me 
when I turned out the lights. But no. The words were just 
something someone told me to say. I knew what worked: I 
piled stuffed ~nimals onto my bed before I fell asleep, 
believing the plush bears and rabbits and unicorns would 
fend off nightmares and ghosts. A bed filled with hun
dreds of Eschleman's talismariic stuffed hearts and ani· 
mals.might be, I think, the safest place in world when 
you're trying to keep the indifferent demons of fear and 
doubt and broken-heartedness at bay. They seem like 
they'd make genuine, good friends. 

Allison Dubinsky is a Portland writer and copy editor for 
The Organ. 

POEM 

Reservoir #5 
by Laura l;eldman 

1. Pain exacts a price 
2. Better to be burned than buried 
3. I could have jumped in several times by now 
4. It has a way of dazing you stealing your 
thoughts 
5. The seals barking 
6. Car screechip.g 
7. Clean water truck fills the air for several min 
utes up ~he road to the reservoir 
8 . Unconscious jogger with unconscious dog 

Alld then there h was. An 
alcove filled to the brim, like a 
Day of the Dead shrine, with . 
Johnne Eschleman's art/artifacts: 
obsessive, relentless, sentimental, 
over-the-top nailpolish-pink 
hearts, hand-sewn stuffed crea
tures made for friends, journal 
entries filled with drawings, 

From Who Was I Last Night? by Natascha Sofia Sne/lm;, 

· Eschleman's was the 
only stuff that : 
seemed to really mat
ter- a world of 
things built out of a 

9. Something floating in the water 

truths, half-truths, who kl).ows- and then postcards and 
handwritten letters to friends, ex-girlfriends, a father not 
spoken to in years ("I'm going to m·ail this to him after 

Sound Poetry Festival 
presented by Spare Room at Soundvlslon. Gallery 

by Ashley Edwards 

On February 22,,Spare Room presented Portland's First 
Annual Sound Poetry Festival and PHONETICATHON at 
Sound vision Gallery. As a widespread international art 
movement, sound poetry has essentially shed categorical 
de_scription, embracing all ·types of 20th-century ·sound 
-art, including Dada, Fluxus, Beat sound works, perform
ance art and minimalism. Sound poetry " uses phonetics 
and mouth sounds to turn communication on its head, car
rying meaning and resonance it would not otherwise 
have," as stated on Spare Room's Web site, 
www.flim.com/spareroom. Poet, composer and intermedia 
arhst 5ten :Hanson has described sound poetry as a "com
bination of the exactness of literature and the time 
manipulation of music." , 

At the event, eleven sound poets from three cities 
(Portland, Seattle and Boise) performed live, including 
locals David Abel and Lisa Radon. During the 20-minute 
PHONETICATHON, sound poets from around the world 
called in to perform on three cell phones, which were 
amplified by a PA system. At, any given moment, voices 
from the United S.tates, Vietnam and the Netherlands 

THE ORGAN NEEDS DONORS! 

Art Director Wanted 
An art director is needed by The Organ to han9-le 
design and layout of the paper. Enthusiasm for our 
project, creativity, professionalism required. 
Enviable graphic design equipment a plus. Please 
call 503-236-2345 to inquire. 

Advertishu!· Salespeople Wanted 
'Ad s;tlespeop'Te are needed' by 'The Organ to sell ads 
on commissio~. Belief in our project, professional
ism, lust for closing sales required. P~ease call 503-
236-2345 to inquire. 

Volunteers & "Interns Wanted 
Volunteers and interns are needed by The Organ for 
.distribution routes, clerical and bookkeeping tasks, 
and assistance with research and marketing. Call' 
503-236-2345 to inquire. 

Fiction & Poetry Submissions Sought 
Writers of fiction and poetry are sought to con
tribute work to The Organ. Call 503-236-23~5 to 
inquire. 

CLASSIFIEDS WORTH READING 

BUSINESSES & ORGANIZATIONS 

THE NEW SPACE B&W rental darkroom, gallery, 
rental studio. Darkroom classes starting in Feb. 
www.newspacephoto.com. 503-963-1935 

HELP WANTED & CALLS FOR SUBMISSIONS 

Do you collect objects, things or ephemera? Do 
you have vast amounts of useless (in the practi-

. cal everyday sense) things that you seek out? Do 
you harbor dreams of showing off your collection 
to a sycophantic audience? I am compiling a list 
of collections from people in Portland for a proj
ect about personal collections, so tell me about 
your assemblage of historic calculators, four leaf 
clovers, I?re-chewed bubblegum, paintings of 
horses, locks of hair, etc. 
alyssaisenstein@yahoo.com, 503-231-9393 

SALES AND EXHIBITS 

RICHES l}T RIMSKY'S, a sale of original art
work featuring eleven Portland artists. Saturday, 
May 17, from 11 a.m.- 6 p.m. at Rimsky
Korsakoffee House, 707 SE 12th Ave. in Portland. 
Call 503-331-2;314 for info. 

, desire 'to manage the 
world's hard truths, lost loves and impossible longings. 
His artworks transcend their materials to become relics 
- small things th<\): hold a great deal of power. In con-

were woven together in a static-filled soundscape. 

If you're interested in hearing historical and con tern: 
porary sound poems, visit the sound archive at 
www.ubu.com, a vast collection of thous~nds of MP3s and 
Real Audio files. 

Below is an excerpt from Lisa Radon's piece, which she 
performed at the Sound Poetry Festival. 

From "Directions to Soundvision Gallery (You are 
Hear)": 

direct I 
dive wrecked I'd 

' shifted spun wrecked 
worked walking directly 
or directed cognizant of 
this trance and frog symmetry 
P,ist and trance proximity 
a trounced, dissed sublimity 
drenched, a backstroke up 
the Columbia roll-on 
stroKed back directly 

10. White piece of paper 
11. Something else floating in above 
12. Paper gone now no here it is coming closer 
13. A reservoir reflects what surrounds it 
14. Two tennis balls caught in the intake eddy 
15 . To ge~ over the fence you'd have to be manic 
or lucid · 
16. The farm door was open and I ·walked in 
17 . Never again , 
18 . Formulate the equation 10 x 10=10 
19 . Sophistry aside 
20. White vans pull up to the gatehouse 
21. Are they going to save the tennis balls 
22. Suffering.fring fring no more 
23. One tennis ball di.sappeared and now a plas 
tic bottle in the eddy 
24. Later on a blue frisbee a plastic bag a lost 
soul 

Reservoi; 115 is excerpted from Things Fall Into a 
Reservoir, a response to the drowning of Glenn Russell 
·Behnke in the #5 reservoir at Mt. Tabor Park last January. An 
article about this tragic ·event can be"found in the April 2003 
Issue ofStreef'RoOts. .., · 

Laura Feldman Is a member of the Spare Room poetry col
lective and the Lions of Batucada samba band. Her book; 
Prosthetic Landscapes, was recently published by Unnum 
Books, Portland, Oregon. Feldman and poet Gale Czerskf will 
read and discuss their poetry on Saturday, May 3, at Pacific 
Switchboard, 4637 N All1ina St. 

"keep cool. gentleMen. it'll take ~ears to dig it all out .. , 
A "(,l:'j oF R.osco," carnic Researcl-1ed. "Jritten and drawn 6~ khris Soden 

!11 Jul':l, 151.\~, Captain Newe.\l,of_ the ship Honolulu, h~d unexpec;:tedl~ arrived in Portland. 
~n -t\,iS .. trlp,he ~ad co~e J,rec:.-\1~ froM ':)an f"ranci!:.C0 10r"'!i-\hl'lj hiS t101"Ma1 s+~pover 
In Hawaii. A-:, Soon as hed finis\,e(i dockin<_3, he JYiaJe aYI ursent tur of Portlands shops. 

And clo-thes. And wnat have ljOU brought 
Size is Fine. to traJe ~or the Merchandise? 

Wester~ _newspaper editors of i;he era relied on ship captains to br;~ tkM 11eL.lSpapers froM . 
clher cthes as a Mea~~ _ci Y'e-pCI"t~ on events ovtside

1 
oF ~eir r~ion. Gh5ptt.Uousl!:l, C.aphi11 Ne~ll 

had \ro~ght _ nme. With,., a few da'js of the Honcfulvs arrwal.anoth:r ship·c.aY'le 1-f the ColuMbta, 
this tiMe witln a ~awaiian neW!.paper and an initi<jlli reason For Captain Newell's sudden 

and lack of in~orMaton: 

'Within a ~ear, two-'ll-lircb of 
the population haJ JeH For 
Northern CaliFomia,includinc:J 
Portland roundil'l<3 Father P..sa 

. Lovejo~. 'B'j one account, in 
18LJ9, ther.e were onl'j three 

vYlen s.ti\1 residin'3 at>'l0n'3st 
the +owns '5evera\ hiMC!red 
inhabitants: Cot \.Jillia!'l ~' 
~ne bw':ler, Daniel Lownscl.ale, 
-the hnner,a>nd a Mr. \Narren. 

Notes : 

'Warren, th~ Mer~ have 'ea -\:\-,eir wives 
_ 'nere So the~ can 9anble in the 5ou\t!. 
Meanw~ile, I'M a Fortune. e~ti"9 

&upplies to ' not the fools. 

By 1850, Many oF 
tho5e who had '301'\e 

South were returning, 
bringi.,9 an infu!:>ion 
. oF wealih with theYTl• 

?o-rtlahJ su~il:t 
becaMe a destination 
For t\,e riore prudent 
pioneers, while 1\-,e 
MOI"e adventurOUS one5 
popu\ated San Francisco. 

The title is taken from an · article in the Septe111ber 7, 1848, issue of The Oregon Spectator, written by its 
editor, Aaron Wait. The article on the gold rush was also firs,t printed in the Spectator. Daniel Lownsdale 
was a prominent figure in the early development of Portland, owning a sixth of the townsite before the 
city was incorporated; Lownsdale Square, the park on SW Third & Salmon, is named in his honor. For 
questions, comments, complaints and corrections, please e-mail khris@boschs.org. 


